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SMILING THROUGH THE BLOOD, a 26-year-old 
Esquimau man is loaded onto stretcher after his car 
smashed into a truck on the Patricia Bay Highway 
last Thursday afternoon. Valentine Ivariic, a member 
of the Canadian Armed Forces, was taken to the 
hospital at CFB Esquimau for treatment of his in­
juries. Central Saanich police report Tvanic was in­
jured in an accident which occurred at 12:02 p.m.. at 
the intersection of Island View Road and the high­
way. Two other vehicles v.'ere involved in the ac­
cident: a car transport — owned by Pacific GMC Ltd. 
of Vancouver and driven by Wayne Guy, 30, of
Vancouver -—and a car driven by Richard W. Fowler, 
45, of 3139 Island View Road, Police said Ivanic was 
headed north on the highway when Fowler allegedly 
turned left off the highway onto Island View, forcing 
Ivanic to swerve to avoid a collision. The Esquimau 
man lost control of his late-model Ford Mustang and 
smashed into the truck, which was southbound on the 
highway at the time. Fowler has been charged with 
failing to yield the right-of-way while turning left as a 
result of the accident, police said.
Ben HIrcock plioto
SIDEWALK STORY MADDENS- 
ANDERSEM HAS ‘A RITCH’
Sidney Aid, Clvrin Andersen didn’t like one of the stories in Inst 
we«U'»:TOvlcw. /
"I have a lilUektch,” Andersen said on Monday.
"UitforUmately, it's directed at our Iwnil press , . ”
Andersen referred to a story wriUen by Pat Manninti and 
publiahedon the front page of last week's lleview, under the heading 
'Opinion — Walk Hflznrdous'.
■I'hc story dealt with difficulties Mrs. ManninR said she had en> 
countered in taking her three fitnall children Irotn her home on Ard- 
well Avenue to where they could play on the beach at the foot of the 
sti-eet.: '
She said cars came dangerously close to hitting the children while 
Uiey were en route to and from the bench,
"Pat Manning has attended t,mough council meeUng.s to know how 
to obtain sidewalks on that street without writing about it In the 
newspaperi" Andersen said.
"I think tljo article was written more from the point of view of 
selling newspapers,
”Sho should have approached council a long time ago and asked ^ 
tijal someliiing be dotai.” On Ardwctl A\'enuc.
By JOHN MANNING, 
Review Staff Writer
Sidney Aid. Chris Andersen 
wants Sidney volunteer firemen 
to stay away from aircraft fires 
at the Patricia Bay Airport.
“The risks are enormous,’’ he 
told council Monday night.
“Why should we expect 
them to try and put out a bur­
ning aircraft,when it could 
explode at any moment? 
“These men are volunteers’’.
He said the federal govern­
ment, in cutting back on its fire­
fighting protection at the air­
port, now expected volunteer 
peninsula departments to at­
tend in case of disaster.
“They are cutting down on the 
force there because they say it 
costs too much.
“Now they w'ant us to do it for 
nothing.
“What happens if we loose a 
fire truck or some other piece of 
equipment?
“Will the government replace 
'it?_ ;
“I doubt it!”
Aid. Pat Merrett agreed with .
'::him. ^ ■■
“The firemen,” she said, are 
quite concerned about the 
buildings over there, as well.”
“That’s right,” said An­
dersen.
“Some of those hangers are 
filled with aircraft.
“It’s just not fair to ask our 
men ^to bei responsible, 
especially when the govern­
ment won’t do it themselves.”
Although the ; airport falls! 
within the boundaries of North 
Saanich, there is an agreement 
between the Town of Sidney and 
its neighbor municipality to 
attend, with'men arid should the 
need arise during the fighting of 
a large fire.
Thus, if a major fire or other 
aircraft disaster occurs at the 
airport, North Saanich and 
Sidney volunteer firemen could 
all be called into action.
In discussing this possibility 
with The Review, Sidney Fire 
Chief Hugh Loney admitted 
Monday he was most concerned 
about Uie problem.
“I don’t thinlc,” he said, “that 
we should be expected to fight 
any aircraft fires at the airport
IjmmpMmlm FmumA
Continued on Page 3
BY JOHN MANNING 
Review Staff Writer
Residents of a Sidney apartment block may 
be forced with eviction if they don’t agree to 
buy the suites they are now renting, Sidney 
council was told Monday.
“Present tenants of Marina Park Apart­
ments (on White Birch Road) may generally 
be faced with eviction on one month’s notice if
they do not wish to acquire ownership__ ”
Fenton Dawson — a chartered accountant 
who lives in the apartment complex — told 
council in a letter.
Dawson said the threat of eviction came as 
a result of a proposal to convert the complex 
to a tenant-owned building, a conversion , 
made possible through use of a sophisticated 
loophole in Sidney’s zoning bylaw.
Sidney amended its bylaw to prevent 
conversion of rental apartments to con- , 
dominiums after another wholesale eviction 
of tenants last year, when residents of the 
Georgia Manor apartments on Third Street 
were ordered to vacate to allow renovations 
to be carried out to the building.
At least one alderman felt at that time the 
owner of Georgia Manor was planning to 
ultimately convert the apartments into a 
condominium. ^
That threat never materialized.
But the bylaw amendment enacted toj 
forestall it was still passed into law, and is 
still on the books.
But the bylaw has been circumvented with! 
a highly-sophisticated legal manoeuvre, I 
Dawson charged in his Tetter Monday. ^ >
‘The tenants of the apartment complex,^' 
including my wife and myself, have received ? 
a proposal under which the property is to be 
sold to a holding company — known as MPA 
Apartments Ltd. — already created by the ; 
present owner, Piccadilly Apartments Ltd.,” i 
Dawson wrote.
“The tenants, or otlier interested parties, 
are invited to acquire a given number of; 
shared in MPA Apartments Ltd. and, in 
return, to receive 99-year proprietary leases! 
covering the relevant individual apart­
ments.”
That’s complicated.
“Quite simply,” Dawson said, it means the! 
tenants are being told to buy what amounts to 
a condominium -- but a cleverly-disguised 
condominium, whose legal structure is such 
that it avoids the town’s ban on apartment
conversions.
“The value of the shares (MPA) offered 
equal the sales value of the apartments,” the 
accountant said, “so that what the purchaser 
is really buying is an apartment umt — and 
this is merely condominium ownership in 
another guise.”
There are many “unattractive features” 
for the prospective shareholder-purchaser, 
Dawson charged.
“The new company is wholly owned and 
controlled by the landlord company,” he said, 
“wliich owns both all the issued shares and 
the proprietory leases, so that — unless and 
until a majority of the units have been sold — 
the tenant-owners will have no effective voice 
in operation or control of the company ac­
tions.” . -
That lack of control could well mean the 
present tenants will be evicted if they indicate 
they aren’t interested in buying into MPA, he 
suggested. \
This, in its turn, could mean “substantial 
pressure on other available rental facilities in 
the area, if such exist,” Dawson added 
Council — whose members had received 
copies of Dawson's letter some time before 
the meeting Monday — had already sought 
the advice of its solicitors on the issue. ^
; The solicitor’s ans\TOr, delivered in a letter S 
written Feb. 25, was brief and to the point: r 
r “t. There is nothing, in pur opinion, which :
, the town; can dp to prevent a!
;; ownership of the type cqnterriplated, ” George 
McKimm said.
“It is not affected by the new zoning bjdaw 
'amendment”:
o McKimm hedged his ppinion with the; pb-: 
servation that council might still be able to do 
something, after his firm searches the title to 
;'the property',
Aldermen weren’t happy with what they : 
":heard,^
Accusing the apartment’s owners of using 
“a cuteTittle legal loophole to get around" the 
town’s zoning bylaws, Aid. Peter Malcolm 
called on council to put the facts of the case 
before the provincial government.
“We should make attempts to make certain 
this particular loophole is closed in the 
future,” Malcolm said.
The only way that can be done for certain is 
•for the provincial government to spend the 
time and money necessary to draw up 




Andersen said itenuugli resicienis of a simit uro concerned entnigb 
lo pelilion council, a sidewalk can b(; put in.
Tlieresidents then share llieeusl,sol llielrustallmion, :
“In recent years, Ardwell has lu'come a rnain thoroughfare,'' Aid. 
T-’eter Mnlcolm said,
“She might have a point,”
“I ccrlainly don't agree with the way shewent about it,” snapped 
'.Andersen,'; ,,
“liihe knows better,”
Malcolm started to cliuckle,
“She must, iiave been pretty effective,
’’She's got us talking ahoui it,”
, Acting Mayor Wilkie Gardner said he felt it was something for the 
fxjbllc works department to look into,
Aid. Ross Martin pointed out “Mrs, Manning isn't the only one who 
has had a close call on that road",
But both Andersen and Malcolm pointed out there are “Irir more 
pressing work project-s" ahead of the Itm n tlian initling a sidewalk m
y 
■ 2:’
Traded In On A PHILCO 
26” Panasonic Console
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Oak Bay Marina Ltd. plans to 
build a new, $l million-plus 
marina in Saanichton Bay this 
year.,, "
And Central Saanich council's 
subdivision and zoning com­
mittee gave unanimous ap­
proval in principle to the 
company's plan at a meeting 
Monday night.
Aldermen gave their ap­
proval following an hour-long 
discussion of the proposal wjth 
reprosenlalives of the principal 
eompanies Involved with the 
project,
Boh Wriglit, Oak Bay Marina 
president, told the committee 
his company has planned a 
facility which will have 42,000 
lineal feet of moorage tipitce 
when the last of Uie four 
development phases is com­
pleted, probably sometime in 
1977,
The finiahed project, Wright 
told the committee, "will be the 
finest marina in British 
Ceilumbla”,







companying a thick outline of 
the proposed marina, Wright 
and George Wheaton —• of 
Wheaton Construction Ltd, <™ 
told Ibie committee they wanted 
to start construction by early 
fall.'
If all goes well, they expect to 
begin site preparation this 
spring or summer, they added,
Wright said the proposal 
presented to council Monday 
was the result of “cighl montlia 
of prcparnlion",
The original proposal —« 
which had apprently been 
dlfjicussed with committee 
members as early as mid-197.1 
— had , been “modified 
significantly” In order to make 
plans conform with recom- 
mendallans made in a TO-page 
environmental report prepared 
late last year, Wright said,
He said both the federal and 
provincial governments had 
indicated “enlhusiaBtic” and 
“fayorable” support of the 
proposal, but had referred the 
company to Central fJiaanich
|i*»V«*»*»*»’«'‘»*i*’V**i*''»‘J''iV».*»**‘*»*»***i*X*X»l**f'«V»*(i%*****
council for approval as Ihe first 
step towards final acceptance.
After the meeting, Wright told 
The Review the marina his 
company' wns proposing was
thanbasically nothing more 
moorage facilities.
The completed project will 
feature only one. smaU building
Continued on Page 3
n
Policemen walking beatii may 
sfXMi return lo the slreeta of 
Sidney,.
That’s Ju«i one innovation tlte 
Sidney llClUP detachment's 
new commaitdlng officer would 
like to ( introduce.
In an Interview with The 
Review Monday, Cpl. Alan 
Tomlins utrcsscd the Im- 
jtorUunco o( flrshhand contact 
totwocn the public and tlie 
HCMP.
“We can't function without 
die public'i ccrf>peraUon,” he
fiitid.
“After all, It la tlielr law we 
are enforcing."
As well as a man on the Btreet, 
Cpl. Tomlins also feels U in 
necessary to continue having 
hill men involved in community 
..work,''. 'V'";.
“There is n tremendouB 
amount of community In­
volvement hero In Sidney,” ho 
said, “and It will defWtety 
continue,”'
Tomlins, who comes to Sidney 
from his lant poBllng at Knxlo, 
officially took clwrge on Feb. 4.
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ROCK SKIPPING IS A TRADITIONAL pastime of old and young father gives a few pointers in the fine art to his child, who seems a 
alike . . . .esp8cially when the weather’s nice on weekends. Here a little young to be throwing anything, much less a flat rock.
' Jack Ralph photo
PARENTS WITHOUT 
:■ ' PARTNERS ;;
Wednesday, Feb. 27; Coffee 
and conversation.
Sunday, March 3: family 
swimming.
Monday, March 4: women 
and daughters’ night out.
New members always 
welcome. y;..'
/ For more infonnation phone 




Kinsmen will be holding a 
lacrosse dance, with all 
proceeds going towards the 
Rest Haven Drive Recreation 
.Project''.'"/.'
To date, the club has spent 
approximately $4,000.00 on fill 
and sand for the lacrosse floor.
The next step will be the 
paving; then construction of the 
box itself.
The Kinsmen hope everyone 
will support them in their 
various projects, as they have 
undertaken a very large and 
worthwhile project.
SIDNEY & NORTH 
SAANICH GARDEN 
CLUB
At the meeting held February 
18 in St Andrew’s hall, George 
Hepwortlj gave u most in­
formative and interesting talk 
on roses and their culture, 
iliu.strated wiUi slidts, with 
Jack Bosher as projectionist.
A liighlight of the evening was 
the presentation ol cups for the 
highest aggregate points in 
/monthly competitions; they 
were won by Mrs. J. Rogers and 
Mrs. J. Edgar,
This month's door prize was a 
tree peony; Mrs. Nell Bolster 
was the lucky winner.
At Uie March meeting, helpful 
hints will be given on presenting 
enlrle.s for tlus spring flower 
show on April 20 in the Sanscha 
n.,'Hall,/
' .HOLY TRINITY- ' ^
^ GUILD; ,'
The Fedirunry meeting was 
held at the home of Mrs. 
Walker, with 2l members 
present.
Mrs. Toller reminded 
members they may donate fotKl 
and clothing for the emergency 
'/.fund.;
Mrs. Lake preiiented a 
glowing account of the highly 
succestiful Valentine party, held 
for Glendale Lodge palienhs.n 
President Taylor asked for 
volunteer drivers to take 
Glondole patients to their 
various activities,
Mr», Williams reported on tlwi
.of Lii. LiiM,„c pM.j t,i.
'fho annual plant and bake 
sale wiir take place in the 
. church hull, Salunlay, A jail 27. 
The sicxi.iuccllag.ViiU be htkl 
March 21, at the home of Mrs 
■"■-■Garland,'.
/ROTARY CLUB ; /
/ .: OF.SIDNEY/ k/
Sidney Rotary club did it 
again: donated $100 to the 
Variety Club of Western Canada 
for / handicapped and undey = 
privileged children. / /
/ baie-HiH
Aid. DaVe Hill; of / Ceritral/ / 
Saanich, on behalf of the/ 
Municipality,/ was ; at:^^^, t^ 
meeting to accept a cheque for 
$719.50 for the club’s donation to 
cover tlie cost of preparing their 
sciccer field.
/Dr. Alex Wood, professor of 
researchatUVic; gave a talk on 
raising salmon and trout from
These fish require vitamin C 
to be healthy.
. : BUSINESS AND 
PROFESSIONAL 
/WOMEN’S CLUB
The Sidney branch of the 
Business and Professional 
Women’s Club held its regular 
monthly meeting on Tuesday, 
Feb. 12.
Laurel Gordon was initialed 
into the club and a siwcial 
welcome was extended to 
Doreen Dohoo, 10817 Madrona 
Drive, Sidney.
The meeting was followed by 
the club’s inlernational can­
dlelight ceremony, which was 
narrated by Catherine Milne, 
with Doris Penfold as assisUuit.
CENTRALSAANICH 
'lions;CLUB,'
The Central Saanich Lions’ 
Club luis just completed its 
bicycle safety course at 
Saanichton School, with 42 
youngsters receiving eer' 
lifieuies. ■
’ The course will now l)c of­
fered to the student.s at Keating 
School.
A total of 120 hours of Lions’ 
labor has been put into the 
^framing of a workshop at the 
Springw'ood Centre, for 
Retarded Young Adults.
The workshop •ft’ill offer 
training to the youngsters in the 
use of small and large equip- 
meht, thus better preparing 
/therh for/ work m 
■'munity.-■//■;.,
Many projects supporting the 
Easter Sea! campaign are 




The Saanich Pioneer Society 
held its annual meeting at the 
log cabin, Saanichton, on 
Monday, Feb. 18.
W illard M ichell was returned 
as president, and Mrs. Grace 
Copeland was elected vice- 
president.
The newly-elected treasurer 
is Mrs. Alice Ritchie, and Mrs. 
Beulah Thomson was returned 
as secretary.
Directors are Mrs. Beulah 
Thomson, Mrs. Alice Ritchie, 
La wrence Hafer, Michael Rice, 
and Arthur Longman,




Four memlMjrs of the Brent­
wood Women’s lastitute at­
tended the Adeline Hoodless 
founder’s day luncheon held at 
the Gordon United Church, 
ColwotKl, on Feb, 19 — Mrs, 
Ve,ra Klgood, Mrs, Hazel 
Wotxiwani. Mrs, Kathy Bur- 
wood, and Mrs, Dorothy 
Reynolds,
This lunoheon is held .'iniiunlly 
to honor the inemory of Mrs 
lloodless who was Ihe founder 
of the women’s insliluie.
More than 140 members of the 
South Vancouver Island area 
institute were in attendance.
Mrs. Olive Sandford, acting 
president of the area, opened 
the luncheon and welcomed the 
/members."/,'
The luncheon, prepared by
the members of the Gordon 
United Church, was followed by 
a play called “This is your Life” 
and the drawing of door prizes.
A spring work shop is being 
held at the Royal Oak Hall on 
April 4 starting at 8:30 a.m.
There will also be a bake sale 
at the Hudson’s Bay store on 
April 5, at which three women’s 
institutes will participate.
The W.I. drama contest 
will be held in the Colwood hall 
on March 11 at 1 p.m.
Yes, there is a Sidney 
Recreation Commission- 
sponsored teen dance at San- 
scha, on Friday, March 15. 
More information later.
Also coming before long are 
announcements about the 
newly-initiated teen group.
A draft constitution is now 
being worked on by the steering 
committee, so it won’t be long 
before more information is 
available.
First listings for the 1974 club 
directory are now coming in to 
the Sidney Recreation office.
This list will be closed early in 
March to be printed.
There is no charge to have 
groups and organizations listed 
in the directory.
This is a public service, and 
the directory will be made 
available to groups which 
sometiine.s require a more or 
less up-to-date directory for 
their own needs.
Telephone (».")i'i-4yi4 Monday or 
Thursday mornings between 10 
a.m. and 12 noon for in­
formation,
.Mso uvuilabliv through the 
local recreation office is in­
formation on the community 
recreation branch fitness 
program.
Those interested in keeping 
cumulative record of tbeir 
efforts in cycling, running, 
walking, skating swimming, 
may receive a printed form and 
also further information.
The Monday evening 
volleyball group is nearing the 
end of its season.
This week, the adult players 
are to engage in a match with 
the Kinsmen representatives.
March 4, the teen section 
plans to play at Parklands.
The final session of this 
current program will be held on 
Monday, March 11.
Another successful session of 
roller skating was held last 
Saturday at Sanscha.
Skating enthusiasts are 
eagerly awaiting the arrival of 
the new skates, which have 
been held tip in delivery.
It is possible tliat Uie skating 
program will be extended into 
April so the new skates will lx; 
given a good trial.
Meanwhile with 55 to GO 
children wanting to skate each 
Saturday, there is a line-up 
waithig for skatc.s 
Sidney Recreation Com­
mission meeting on Wt'dnesday 
March G, at town hall at 7;80 
p.m. is open to the public.
Joe Fox’s version of an in­
cident at Deep Cove Elemen­
tary School last month just 
wasn’t the way it happened. 
School Trustee Lois Walsh said 
this week.
The incident involved four 
children who were allegedly 
caught riding their horses 
across the school playing fields, 
although the fields were clearly 
posted signs saying horseback 
riding was forbidden.
Mrs. Walsh said Monday she 
was just getting out of her car at 
the Deep Cove Trading store 
when she noticed four children 
on horseback and one on foot 
proceeding northward past the 
fenced area of Deep Cove 
School.
She watched, as, one-by-one, 
they turned their horses into the 
school grounds and headed 
towards the lower playing field, 
she said.
When she saw they were 
actually on the field, she drove 
from the store parking lot into 
the school drivew-ay, she added.
As she stopped in the 
driveway, Mrs. Walsh saw one 
girl’s horse dash forward; the 
rest followed, she said Monday.
Mrs. Walsh got out of her car 
and ran to the top playing field.
Another witness, Mrs. Jess 
Zantvoort, had also run across 
the field, approached the 
children and begun to talk to 
' them.
Mrs. Walsh came up and 
reminded the children the 
playing fields were posted she 
said, and they should not be 
riding their horses on them.
One of tlie girls excused 
herself by saying her horse had 
bolted, but Mrs. Walsh coun­
tered that she was already most 
of the way across the lower 
playing field when that incident 
happened.
At this point, Mrs. Walsh said, 
no child had fallen off a horse- 
contrary to the account which 
appeared in last week’s Review.
Mrs. Walsh asked each child’s 
name and said she was going to 
report them to the RCMPi' 
Zantvoort' — who was also oh 
the scene escorted the 
children out onto Clayton Road.
As they were returning home, 
one of the girls again spoke to 









had a broken bit in its mouth.
It was at this point Mrs. 
Walsh noticed a riderless horse 
and suggested the girl on foot 
catch it before it went back onto 
the playing ground.
Mrs. Walsh said the horse had 
not lost its rider on the playing 
field, as stated by Fox.
Reports by Mr. and Mrs. 
Zantvoort corroborate the 
statement given by Mrs. Walsh.
BOAT REPAIRS
WOOD AND FIBERGLASS BOATS 
REPAIRED AND MAINTAINED
CLEANING AND COPPER PAINTING 
OF HULLS
MINOR REPAIR JOBS 
ON INBOARD AND 
OUTBOARD MOTORS
MAINTENANCE ON ALL MOTORS
2530 Beacon Ave. Phone 656-1422
BEACON READY-IVIIX LTD
Call us lor READY MIXED CONCRETE 
WASHED SAMD & GRAVEL - DRAIN GRAVEL
Whoro meats ars a specially, not a sldollne
LOCAL BUTCHERS
FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
SIDE BACON 89® ,
SAUSAGE PADDIES 2"'-/^V 
10 lb. Freezer Packs
GROUND BEEF ID LBS., ^9^
STEW 1N(; BEEF 1« LBS. 512'^
/ GROUND round' l«' LBS.' ' ^12^ '
, SUPER BURGER, ' lO ,LBS. ' 7®^, :




THE BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 4t:63 (Saanich)
Cordially Invites You to Attend
THE OFFICIAL OPENING and OPEN HOUSE
PARKLAND SECONBA|lY SCHOOL
10640 McDonald Park Road
Whorovor (lie oita, whatever the 8tze„,w»v cBn hancUn tiny jobl 
tiuiy, li(V,i«jy With COIIL.IiiHe. bot llltuiMlillHJn
•and tree estimatas...phone:
656-5555
2068 HENRY AVE, WEST, SIDNEY. B,C.
I'reiih Fi'oien 
tiraile *X TURKEYS 111.
Fat vervice 4, iiLiwIiiV i»iMHi''tl'ie z4(.h.i Binck Ave-
656-5501
open Daily H:00 a,m. lo FrtJO i».m. 
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
Monday, M«ch 4, 1974 8;00p.m. liiB
V J1L
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... they are taking off paid 
men and expect volunteers to 
cover for them.”
He explained between the 
hours of midnight and 6 a.m., 
unless there was a commercial 
or charter flight arriving, there 
would be no government 
firefighters on duty.
An emergency crash landing 
of a large jet liner would then 
see both North Saanich and 
Sidney men at the scene.
“We just aren’t equipped for 
that sort of disaster,” Loney 
said.
“1 think it’s a ridiculous 
situation when they take men 
off between midnight and 6 
a.m.”
Chief Loney said airport 
firemen would no longer be 
responsible for fighting 
structural fires, such as a 
hangar blaze.
‘‘They are only to be 
responsible for aircraft fires,” 
he told the Review.
“What would it cost the 
government to put a few men on 
overnight?
“Not all that much.
“Not when you consider the 
cost of what they are protec­
ting.”
Airport firefighters have been 
responsible for inspection of all 
airport facilities.
“That was part of their job,” 
said Loney.
“Now, 1 suppose North 
Saanich will be responsible for 
it... there are all sorts of things 
in those hangars besides air­
planes.
“Some of those hangars are 
really old .... if a fire ever got 
started, it would be really 
something.”
The Sidney fire chief said he 
and his men are waiting word 
from Sidney council as to how 
they should react to an airport 
fire alarm.
“As things stand we w'ould 
go and do our best, even if w'e 
don’t think it’s fair,” Loney 
•.■/said.
Airport fire chief Pat Ken­
nedy;'says he has every sym­
pathy with the attitudes of both 
Andersen and the volunteer 
: firemen:-''
: -f'Look at it this way,”?he told
The Review: “I’m a tax payer 
in Sidney.
“I certainly w'ouldn't want 
town firemen to be off fighting 
an airport fire while my house 
went up in flames.”
He said the Department of 
National Defence for years 
maintained a fully-equipped 
firefighting team at the airport.
This w’ill all change, come 
.April 1, he said.
By disbanding almost half of 
the “structural” firefighting 
team, he said the government 
would save up to $150,000 a year 
at thp airport.
“But then they go and add a 
12-man RCMP detachment 
to the airport.
“It just doesn’t make sense.
“I think die logic is rather 
w'eird,” he added.
Kennedy said that after .April 
1 he and his 12 men would only 
be responsible for fighting 
aircraft fires.
Unless they w’ere specially 
called in for overtime work, 
none of his men would be on 
’ duty between midnight and 6 
a.m.
Even then, he pointed out, 
should one of today’s large 
aircraft crashland, he might 
well only have two men present
to help passengers and crew 
escape. “They might save or 
carry out one or two people 
each; but beyond that, 1 hate to 
say...”
Kennedy said that if one of the 
large passenger jets came down
in the town that there would not 
be enough equipment, or 
professional aircraft fire 
hghters to cope.
“I shudder to think of what 





1974 ZENITH REiOTE COiTROLl
WITH CHROMA COLOR II PICTURE TUBE 
AUTOMATIC 1 BUTTON CONTROL
Plus Great Savings This Week ^ ^ ^
TRADE AND SAVE DAYS AT
2363 BEACON AVE 6§6l0l2
HAPPINESS IS having your hair cut ... . not so, says SVa year old Peter Boitendyk of Sidney.
Marina
FromlPagetl;
(2,000 square feet) to serve as 
an administration centre for the 
wharves, he said.
No other building will be built, 
which means the completed 
marina will not offer the 
commercial services — 
restaurant, store, or bail and 
tackle shop — sornelimes 
ausocinted with large marinas.
He said the completed marina 
would be “bigger than our Oak 
Boy operation" in terms of the 
amount of moorage offered.
Entrance to the facility will 
likely be off Ferguson Road, 
Wright said, but Uiat proposal is 
one of many details still to bo 
worked out with the 
municipality.
He said the marina will be the 
first In British Columbia to offer 
a sewage dtspoaol system for 
boats with holding tanks, 
Uiough no one will be allowed to 
live aboard any boat moored at 
the proposed ntarina.
Wrigltt said his compjiny Iwd
already drawn up a list of 
regulations to govern the 
marina, rules which prohibit •— 
among other things — the 
construction of any boathouses, 
sheds or other covens for boats 
moored at the wharvo.s.
Council is expected lo ratify 
the committee’s recommended 





TUES. • THURS. 4 • 11 P.M. 
FRI. • SAT. 4 ■ 1 P.M. 
SUNDAY 4 ■ 10 P.M.
OPEN HOUSE
2-4 Daily (Except Sun.)
MARINA PARK APARTMENTS
2040 • 2050 White Birch St.
Yellowknife, capital of the 
NorthwestTerrUories, has the 
only golf course north of the 60th 
parallel, During July, when the 





We Buy and Sell
Oilil €iiitiu,' Silver 
Furniture 
s»nd Brlenbrac




'i' -'I '■ '■
nMUMvUATlVH IlKSlDKNTJAt PUkMISHS
Price Range n?,350. - »38,500.
Enjoy this hinUstk in w vv.»ji of life, offei iiig llie wllimate in hi;u»t hHis living for llio^ie who 
love Ihe peaee and quiet nl living near the tM eaii. rnntrolletl entrant e — i*anna leeN'alion 
room — parking mid ii» (lie eomrorltt ><ni will experience as an owner. Jtiin m> any week 
day iiiui receive lull inloriiiatiaii Irtiiu our hiinileit italehineii on Ike preiiuxet..
JACK n/ltAHS 




2101 Oftk tIftV A\e, 
,A0k.S,'i‘2l Cctasi io Cohst Kca! Service
SfllR HheMiowMie
^Nip' Parker
THE UPCOMING "MIP" PARKER CROSS-COUNTRY RUN PROMISES TO BE ANOTHER EXaTIN6 
ONE,' SO You DOM'T MISS ANY OF THE EXCITEMENT, HERE ARE SOME THINGS TO LOOK FOR....
8* TEACHER. ROSS MARTIM MAVTAIsE A |
lr TO OECTU»G OTHSRJ2UNN£ftS aS
ONiTHe :S£0.'SRAPHY ANC> KlSrO.RyOP eooo use in GAlNiN& AN
TA-e RACECOURSE-- TNElN RUNOFF APv/AHk5TASB. ..
■vAJiTrt A Ter4-Y/\!NOTE leap WmUETrtSy
Try To decipher his ihom&noislsc assicn-
MBHT.'
©LOOK FOR JOHN OAAV5AARD rpU&LlSH6R 
OF AW obscure OOT-oF-TOWJM AASAZinE 
-OR WHaTEYER ) TO AAAKE THE MOST 
SHOVNY CROSSING OF HAGAM CF£&eK,CACL- 
<NJG ON "VOLUNTEERS" from HiS COM­
PANY To ASSIST WITH THEceRSMONY.,. .
There is one man this year who will be 
missed at Saturday’s cross country run 
in Central Saanich. He is the late ‘Nip’ 
Parker, the man who for many years
of it, whichever might be the case.
He saw that tea was served to those 
who made it round the course. “A fit 
reward!” he said, “for such exertion.”
was the moving force behind the event. In some years following this race, he
Last year, looking hale and hearty, 
Parker turned up at the starting line 
both to encourage the younger runners 
and prod the older contestants into some 
form of mirth before the com­
mencement of the great event.
He succeeded admirably. For he 
embodies that certain elan, a quality of 
spirit which was a direct by-product for 
those entering the race. His philosophy 
of life held to the fact that anyone, be he 
young or old, could enter this physical 
trial simply for the pure fun, or agony.
sent a horseback rider over the course 
to search amongst the weeds for any of 
the “weaker folk”.
Little if anything has changed in the 
character of the race since he passed 
away. We, like many others, are 
delighted that his traditions of spirit and 
sportsmanship have not been altered. 
The challenge, “the absolute glorious 
rigour” of it all, is still there. Hopefully 
it will continue to be so for many years 
ahead.
Our Volunteer Firemen
Sidney volunteer firemen are looking bravery or professional ability. There is
to their town council for leadership over 
tlieir future responsibilities at the 
Patricia Bay Airport. In the person of 
alderman Chris Andersen, and others on 
that Council, they appear to be finding 
such guidance.
no doubt that if an alarm, no matter how 
dangerous, sounded at the airport these 
men would respond.
..... >' aAaa
e*LOCAL AlL\GAT<DR 'AiRBSTLeR- SRlAN 
C''TAR2^’''> TURNBULL. IS RUAVDR&Q TO BE 







9 Dr. PAT WALSH, STlLL BLUSHING FROM 
LAST YeAR.‘S...UH..."PB'OOLu£TAGE” IN­
CIDENT... w\hLL likely take steps To 
insure A&AlfOST A REPETmOeA....
® LOOK FOR horse ' PU MNER TO
TO TAKE THE PRIZE - - WHILE THE OTHER-
CONTESTANTS ARE DISTRACTED
The ANTICS oescRiseD eARLteR. C/'W 
SOURCES INDICATE THIS MysT6RY 
SPRINTER. WILL BE Nk>Ne OTHER.THAN 





In doing so one or more of them could 
easily lose his life.
Andersen says he does not wish to see 
volunteer firemen from the Town trying 
to cope with the high risk dangers of 
airport fires. Particularly those caused 
by airplanes themselves.
We cannot help but agree with him. 
By April T of this year the Federal 
government will have drastically cut 
back on its professional fire fighting 
capabilities there. In doing so they will 
save approximately $150,000 per year.
The ‘torch’ for want of a better word, 
is then to be passed on to the North 
Saanich Volunteer fire department. 
There is a stark possibility that between
after Al^il 1 that NoFth Saanich,
They do not have the proper equip­
ment, nor the specialized training, that 
is required to fight a dov^ned airliner in 
flames.
Francophone Workers A ‘MusV At Airport
Though men of apparent good reason 
and intellect in Ottawa and other places 
have made a decision which will see the. 
withdrawal of professional firefighters 
from the airport, it seems to us that 
someone somewhere amongst this 
faceless beaurocracy must surely be 
blessed with the mind of a cretin. The 
decision is not merely “wrong” or 
.“unfair”. It is patently idiotic.
Today there is more civilian traffic in 
and out of Patricia Bay , with more and 
more people flying in larger and larger 
aircraft than ever before. Yet the 
government is withdrawingSidn^ men could be called but to cope .................
^ crash landing professional highly trained protection
of an airplane filled with passenge^^^ from the airport, and blithely expects 
In their own field of rural and town volunteer forces to cover for them, 
fire fighting these men do an excellent We hope the government comes to its 
job. None has ever questioned their senses before some tragedy occurs.
^iiiiiiiitmiiitiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiiiiiiimiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiuiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiiiismiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiH
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Kdilor. The Ht'vicw, Sir:
1 must confess 1 shall be 
disappointed if your Liberal 
Senator has succeeded in 
getting your airport businesses 
excused from providing 
bilingual service in their 
establishments.
It has pleased me lo be able to 
hold up Canada as a model for 
this country to follow in its 
bilingual policies.
.*\re you going to show 
yourselveYto be short-sighted, 
■after all?'
Wouldn't self-interest also 
indicate going bilingual at the 
local airport?
Mightilnot be that the reason 
you get-liso few speakers of 
French is precisely because the 
tourists ' from back East knovy 
that no 'bilingual service is 
offered at your facilities?
Another reason might be that 
your speakers of French are 
perhaps more flexible, more 
accompli.shed, more cultured, 
more bilingual than your 
English speakers.
1 And since they can handle 
1 your language, they wouldn’t 
1 show up in your statistics as 
1 non-English speakers. Would 
1 ■ 'they?
And sjiice they can handle 
your language, you have no 
reason to learn theirs, right? 
Wrongl
If nothing else, you want their 
tourist dollars, n’est-ce pas?
Isn't your Chamber of 
Commerce bu.sy pushing for 
bilinguall.sm. in hopes of at­
tracting more tourists from the 
eastern provinces?
And you, sir. have you no 
obligation to editorialize for 
bilingualism on an even broader 
scale?
After all, monolinguahsm is a 
handicap.
Handicapped individuals 
need to learn skills — language 
skills, in their case, (poor 
things! Monolinguals are more 
to be pitied than censured!);
Sometimes they must be ' 
pushed into realizing: and ad­
mitting they are handicapped, 
as a fir.sl move toward 
rehabilitation.
So why aren’t you pushing, 
Mr. Editor?
Stir your poor monolingual 
readers to become whole 
(bilingual)!
Samuel A. Brewer, Jr. 
Instructor of French 
College of the Redwoods 
Eureka, California
EDITOR’S NOTE: This
newspaper. Mr.“ Brewer, is not 
pushing editorially for a 
bilingualism program at the 
Patricia Bay Airport because 
we do not feel one is needed. 
While we a gree with your sefi- 
timents about the desirability of 
bilingualism, we nonetheless 
feel the e.vpense and difficulty 
in making the airport com­
pletely binlingual is not justified
by present conditions. The ideal 
solution, given those conditions, 
would be for the federal 
government to undertake the 
hiring of a bilingual team to 
man a courtesy booth at the 
airport, where Francophones 
could receive any assistance 
they might need in dealing with 
the airport merchants, or just 
advice and tips on surviving and 
enjoying their visit to the 
island, (‘'y/' '■■
R ussiahMud:,
Editor, The Review, Sir;
The banished former Soviet 
citizen —his name whatever — 
has done quite well from his
published book.
We poor saps have given him 
millions, to peruse what is mud- 
slinging as far as concerns us.
At best, it is suspect.
We seem to be looking for and 
gloating about what may be 
possible guilt of any description 
in the Soviet Union.
Brezhnev recently said “We 
must preserve and beautify our 
land for present and future 
generations”.
I understand, to this end, 
there is not a polluted river in 
his country.
Something to >Tiake 
Americans wonder?
V That we never gp to the truth 
of the matter'seems to be our 
■('policy.-,.:
Our minds are closed.
F.A Thornley 
Saanichton 







8:30 a.m. Holy Communion 




THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
SIDNEY BRANCH
Meets at Pythian Hall 
97G0 - 41h Street 
Sunday School 10:1.') a.m. 





9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 
7:00 p.m. Evening Fellowship 
For information 
Phone Gr)G-5012 
Pastor Rev. Darrel Eddy




9925 - 5lh St. G5G-3544 
Rev. K.W, Ridgwiiy, Pastor
S E IERjILZ" 10 E S
The Boy had just turned sixteen.
It was the fourth lime he had been permitted to use the family car 
alone.
He swung into the driveway with a flourish and bntked by The 
Girl’s house with a satisfying crunch of gravel.
He reached for the handU; of the door then, changing his mind, 
pressed the rim of the horn.
1 ought to go in, he thought, hul if 1 do Pll have to make with the 
small talk with her old man.
Sheesh! Whnt a sourball!
What’s he got against me?
: Or do<?s he hate all kids? '
■ YThey're all.the.samep'-:,'.y., y-'y
You gicit up a girl to take her to a show and maybe a Coke alter 
andthelr fathers act as If you hud a backseat full of heroin, 
ril just filt here and wait for her.
Inside (he house, The Father lieurd the sound (li the liorn. 
llis fae(! darkened with annoyance.
He pul down hil newspaper,
Nowwhy in the Devil dot'sii’t he come to the door, he thought, or is 
it expecting too much to think these mmlern kid.H will come in here 
and say politely, ‘'G(hk1 evening, sir, I've come to call for your 
dautddgi'”?
I'd fall over dead.
Wlu«l are they afraid of, 1 wonder?
You see 'em together, they’re as loud and l)o!d as you please 
But get in a room alone with one and he's so shy and awkw.ird you 
can’t talk to him.
They act ns if anyone over 20 was beyond understanding.
The Roy reached Into his jacket jwcket for a eigruetle, Imi 
changed his mind,
Better not, he thought.
Me might come out here and ,hink he’s run inlo the U»ti;.st evalence 
of juvenile deiiquency.
.' nUut*!.:’rlity make it hard for you U) gro'Y up,,
SomeUmeal wonder If any of them were ever really Ri Ihemselve.s, 
Old Sourball in there, for instance.
' I vvo{»derwheohehadh,i?5 find araolu', or when he took eui, a girl t(»r 
, tlie fu si lime. ',
I think ril go in and ask him, “When did you firet Income a 
criminal. Dud?" ■■
, They aid. like yraimightto he in some sot t of cage.
Can't talk to them, can’t get through to iheiiv.
Tlicy’re all .suspicious of you, always waiehing you,
The Father sat witiv the newspaper in Ills lap, wondering if he 
should go out aud speak to The Boy tq remitKlhinv to drive carel'tdly. 
He rejected Ihe idea. V ;
It's all ft lack of iraining, he thought,
Tliey’ve nosense of re.stionsihiUiy, nofeeliiid of jiarlicipating.
Big cjirs, ploni y ol spending money, no eliores to do.
I may he an old-fasliioned fuddy-duddy, lint 1 hone.slly don’t know 
how tluLse kids ai e going to nviike out wlien Ihey linve to face up to 
life, r" : : ' ■■ ' ■,
What (hey mM‘d is some Antiy*ty|>(* diseipline, or six moiiths in a 
logging camp, '
The Boy gave another signal with the horn.
The Girl appeared in an up.stiiirs window iind gestured lliat slic’d 
1)0 right down.
It's no darn wonder tlie world is in sueli a iviess, The Boy thoiighl. 
They’re really .'ill like Old Sourball, all worrying altout their own 
crazy problems, i
No sense of humor,
Jklayhe tliai',s it,
They e»m'l seem to enjoy themselves, even when they're togelher, 
tinless they're drinking like fish,
They all talk alxmi how tlie world is going lo piece.s and ihey expect 
ns to be ahsolulely perfect.
Gosh, evt‘n my old mat) is always lalHliig sihout discipline and 
risponsibilily—for me! - jind he says himHolf that he ought to see a 
psychiatrist, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
There’s sure .something wrong somewhere,
The Father raised his eyes as The G ir! enli'red the living room 
I dori'I know her iiMV more he tlioiiphf diKin/illy
We owite v *u a'lei'd and 
en)n\ iljt* U'aeliing ir"'n (i"dY 




M''reiin.t Wefsliil) ll.;d0a.’n. 
l''.\’e'nnu 1‘raise 7:(Hip.'n.
.Xiiglicao ( luo fl) (d Canada
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SOUTH SAANICH
Rev Ivan II. FuttC!'




I Vayer Meeting 7;30a,m.
Wednesday
Bible .SI inly 7:30p.m,
1 think of her as a Iwd-iy, and liere >ihe is idlilrc'ssed up and going out 
in an aulomohile w ill) ii boy I don’t know.
There’is Hur<* somelhing wrong somewhrre.
"Be lumie early,” he said fdotid,“and ti'll that kid to drive 
carefully.” ■ ,■,'"
Tlie Girl went out to Ihe ciir,
“Hi. .Jimmy,” she staid 
'.My dad sa.v8 lo drive carefully,”
ttwy both raLstM ilieir ryes l)e(uenward,,laugt)vd mirthlessly, an-i! 
The Boy puUhe car in gear and pulled away ,
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Ladies Sweaters — Wide assortment of styles "a A A 
colours and blends. Sizes S-M-L. each a
Ladies Body Suits - TOO percent nylon body suit with 
long sleeves in three colours. Sizes S.M.L. Limit 3 1 
per customer. each “
Mens Underwear — 100 percent cotton in « a js
assorted colours. Canadian made. Apr. i
Boys Briefs 3 pak — 100 percent cotton in gold, « « j
green, blue. Canadian made: Sizes S-M-L pkg. I
Owned and Operated by Doufias Drugs.
into a siiky smooth body lotion in 160Z. size. ^ for 1
Ultra Ban Antiperspirant — Helps check 
per spiral ion wetness and odour. 6 oz. size. 2 for ‘1.44
Pan O Clip Broom and Dust Pan — Magnetic type 
broom and matching dust pan in your choice of 
coloure. - set
Jergens Lotion —^Makes your hands feel softer with 
a richer creamier lotion that never feels sticky 1 zi 
203/40Z. bottle. each !
Child re ns a n d I nf an ts Wear
Boys Briefs —100 percent cotton in white only | A A
Sizes S-M-L A# pr. 1
Boys Casual Pants — Half Boxer waist with two 
front pockets in cotton and polyester blends. Wide 
colour selection. Sizes 4-6x. each
Old Spice Smooth Shave —^ Makes your 
shaving faster and easier in an 11 oz. size tin 2 -or 1.44
Boys White Shirts —Permanent Pressfn a polyester 
and cotton blend with a button down collar.
Sizes 8 to 16.
2 for 1.44 Anacin — For fast pain relief from headache, cold, arthritic and rheumatic pain. In bottlesof 200's. ^ A A
each btle I
Childrens 2 pee Sets —Short and top set in 100 
percent stretch nylon. Outstanding spring selection "g 4,4!
Boys Long Sleeve Knits 
sizes S.M.L.
Cotton blend shirts in 
. ^ ^ each' 1.44
in two exciting styles. Sizes 4-6x. .set
“Baby Scott" Diapers — 30 regular disposable 
diapers for babies over 12 pounds. The Pihless ^ ^ 
diaper that keeps baby snug and dry . each I «4^^
Piaytex Disposable Bottles — Boilable-Pre- 
Sterilized. Packaged in 8 fi. oz. size and <5 ■* A A
there are 55 disposable bottles per pack. A package | ,44
Infants Pants —lOOpercent polyester blend in a pull 
j on style with an elastic waist. Many attractive "I Ajff. 
j-spring colours to choose from. Sizes 12-24 mths. each ®
Mens and Boys Belts — Canadian made in assorted 
-styles.each'"
Infants T-Shirts — Long sleeve T-Shirts in 100 
percent cotton. Popular playland cotton, 
characters painted on front of T-Shirts.
Sizes .S-M-L (6-18 mths). 2 for 1,44
Childrens T-Shirts — Fantastic offer on short and
long sleeve T-Shirts in 100 percent nylon ~ ft <« m jt
fully washable in many colours. Sizes 4-6x. A for 1*44
"Pampers" Disposable Diapers — No pins needed 
just custom fit tapes. Extra absorbent in overnight 
size. Package of twelve is available in It A A
our Baby Dept. Limit of 4 per customer. A for I *4^
Ladies Queensize Pantyhose— One size tits 160 210 
lbs. These are seamfreo and are sheer % A A
with a super fit. A Pkg. I #44
I Mens Dress Hose —Nylon blend in fir.sl quality hose 
and size 10-12. Various colours lo choose from. H £ AJ. pf -1.44
Roses — Everblooming roses, two year field 
grown, choose from climbers or bush. 2 for 1.44
Soil — All purpose soil ideal for indoor or outdoor 
planting, sterilized weed free in a
leqit.bag, T;3ch | ,44
Flowering Bulbs — Choose from Gladiolus bulbs, 10
per box. Dahlias, 2 per box; Begonias: n 1 A A
2perbox. A ctns. 1 .44
Diazinon Garden Spray -For truit trees and gardens 1 A A 
in 1 lb. granular or 8oz. liquid. each 8 .44
Garden Hose — Vv" x 50ft. Plastic Garden Hose with ■> A A 
brass couplings. each | ,44
Steer Manure — 40 lb. bag, composted, pulverized, 1 A A 
screened, dried, weed free soil conditioner, each 1.44
ISoaforest Mulch — Mulch vrilh kelp in 2 cu. It. biigs. | A A Ideal soil conditioner, cforh i .44
Shrubs—Evergreen and fioworing shurbs in a 1 gal, 
container. Choose from Junipers, Pinos, Holly, "8 44 
Golden Biota, Camellias, Azaleas, Rhnclos, efc »','u-h ®
Woolco Chewable Multiple Vitamins 
fiavoi. 
lOO's.




Cornish Pastries—The delicious baked meat 
pies— a meal in itself.
Glazed Doughnuts — Everybody's 
favourite for snacks or just pure 
enjoyment.
4 for 1 «44 Sunbrite Bleach — 128fl.oz. Plastic Bottle A btles
doz. 1.44
Swan Liquid Detergent — 24 fl. oz. bottle, 
the ideal liquid for doing your dishes. btle.
Jelly Doughnuts — Fresh delicious jelly filled sugar 
coated treats. I'/zdoz.
Dinner Hams — Back by popular demand — buy it 
by thepiece. Limit 2pce.toa customer. lib.
Mirror and Miniature Set'— Lovely gilt framed 
_ M J, s masterpiece miniatures with matching mirror that 





Woolco Multiple Vitamins and Minerals 
normal ' 
ofTOO'sv




Bridge Mix —A good assortment of Bridge ^ 




Cupid 3 Ply Nylon Yarn — 1 oz. skeins good 
colour selection, machine washable and 
colour fast.
^ skeinsi ,44
Scotchguard — Fabric protector for furniture fabric 
and wearing apparel. can
Demonstration ,10 a.ni. - 6 p.m. ■ : : , :
1.44:
Contact C Plus A tiny new time pill for colds and "i A A 
cough. In packages of 8's, ipkg. i .44
Woolco Baby Oil — Keeps baby's skin soft and 
fresh; smelling. In a 16oz. bottle.
Brylcreem Soft Hair — Dry spray with 
protein for today's casual healthy look.




Mix Nuts —Fancy salted nuts in a 12oz. 
vacuurn^'tin.''s'’.,'
Bulk'Fudge — Holiday Fudge that is filled 
vzith nuts and fruit
2 fins 1®'
: 3»..:;|.44
Portein 21 Hairspray — Gives you a firm hold but 
leaves your hair soft, lustrous and natural. In a 13 , 
oz.'can. '' 'each'J1.44
Jergens Soap —ATnild lotion with twelve bars in the 
package, * 1pkg.
Macleans Toothpaste — With a superior 
cleaning ability to bring out the natural 
brightness of your teeth. lOOrnl.
1.44
2,„1.44
For BrunoHos Only —The first hair colour specially /| >1 
blended lor Brunettes. each ■ .44
Mens Sport Hose — 70 percent acrylic and 30 percent 
I nylon blend with an elastic cuff. Sizes 10 to 13, « 1 ^4
1 Four colours to choose from. A pr.#.^*®'^
Ladies Scarves 100 percent acetate blend In a 
I wide variety of colourful prints, Good chance to 
compiefo your wardrobe ensemble at this special 1 A A 
orice. each 1.44
Organic Fertilizer - Choose from Maxi Crop or fish | A A 
fertilizer. Boihciroorganlc in 64oz, bottles. each 1.44
Weed Killers — Choose from Dandelion weed killer Tj AA 
ina 32or. can or Weed All in a iCioz.can, narh * .•*'#'*8’
Rot It — Converts grass ctippingr., kitchen wastes
and other garden materials inlo rich hurnur. m a iO % A A
ig, bag. 1,44
I Ladies Pnnty Hose — Canadian made in lirsi 
(ijunlltv' in colours beige and spice. 6 pkg,1.44
iiiiiioiii
Misses and Girl* CnnVees Running Shoes With 
cushioned Insoles. Misses Sizes lOtoHS. Girls Sizes t 1 A A 
to3. each ® *44
Childrens CanVees Runnlno Shoes — With red, 
yellow, blue colour cornhinaliori, Right and le(t 1 4 41 
prinledon vamp, Sizes S to to, , i each l»44
Womens Indoor and Outdoor Mocassin Style 5lin <| j . 
peri — In light and dark&hados, Sizes 510 It), each i .44
Womons and Minos -Slippers — In various
Striped colours, FTrtSl sponge solo, In sizes ^ pr I A A
S-M-L. ■ :i ^ . ,,*•44
Seeds — Choose from VcgcMatale or Flower .Seeds. ,
8 1.44.25pkg.-— 
,1>Z. .40pko,•- 
,S0pkg.••“ 4 pkO'. 1.44
f'liistic Tub—■Woolcolute cut 6u/. plastic luu, i.ifint 
of 4 to customer, ear.ii
Cigarette lubes — Fmoassy King .Size 
Cioareiie Tubes. L rr.il Hid a customer,
4 ’wbt* 1.44
Stardust Playing Cards — Plastic coaled r.iaroust 
Playing Cams ih various rialterns " 1 A A
A pkg, I .44'ana colours.
Cotton Broadcloth 36" — Cotton broadclollt in good 
quality 36" wide*. Great colour choice and ^ n 4 yg 
it washes colour laM, A yd. I .44
Drapers Sheers 45" wide — Draper V Sheers in wash
and hang fabrics. 45" wii.le in'lovely print suitable 1 A A
(or most rooms, yd, I
45"Cotton Prints — Assortedcotlon prints,great tor 
ctiildrens v/oar, .15" wide and it vzashes with n > j * 
little or no ironing, A yds, | ,44
45" SeersiKker Crepe •—BeautituI Seersucki.'r Drepe 
De tt'iirie in delicate colours, a dreain to sow. 4.5" v m A' 
wldeand is z,» wash and wear tabric, vd. |
45" Printed Orapory itopsacking — 45" wide and is i A A 
vrashable with lllllijor no itorurig,' yd, 1.44
Table Flex -- Tabn* flex m assorted patterns and 
colours. Discontinued lines and l,siireat for ,
many uses in Ihetuirne; (ilr.nit rloltis, ^ i
Shell ilningi.dc, , A Vd'*.
Towel— Attractive, bain towel ,and is ap 
sorbeni witb tlnltli' i>ri(,(es m assorir-n fcaourr,. i imit 2 1 AA 
per customer. (.-.irh *
Large Hand Tov/el ■■■" In toloot s ra red, green, yeiiovz 
and pur pie, eatti
PIrttemols •••• Pack ot 4 ctioice nt ctaaurs and pat-
Plasticine —.Bright assorted colours with a plastic "j
mold. Non Toxic.
Activity Pak — Four books per package and 
one box crayons,
each
Universal; Filler — This universal Filler with a 3'' T 
funnel and 15" hose is ideal for use on yoizr ,.i« ^ ^ 4
boat - in your car -at home etc. , for i .44
Asst. Import Tools— An assortment of tools such as.
screw driver sets - miniature hammers- crommef
tools et ■ sliding T Bevel Square - plum bob - 8 pee “8 'A'A
each S '.44wrench set - plus many rnore..
Propane Tank Refill — Berrha Jet Propane 
Replacement Cylinder fits all standard burner 
heads. Limit 2per customer. each
. ■ :
;k.'
Colouring Books — 364 pages of
colouring and painting.
Crayons — Packageof 64 crayons
Six Shooter Guns — 100shot repeater with strong die "B
cast metal. each y.
2 pkg. 1.44
2 books 1 .44
2,k„, 144
44
Play Doh —Tracer 6oz, cans in assorted colours.
cacti
Bouncy Bobby Dumper — Toot Toot Dumper Poll 1 A jjt 
Toy wilhfiman thfit moyosupanddown, each B.44
lot Marbles —Assorted colours.
■ .'A'My •,iiiiiiiiiisi
Lunch Box — Large size plastic thermos lunch box i
in a variety of colours. Limit 2per customer, each-
4cards 1 ,44Woolcrest Battery —1.5 volt "C" or "D" flash light batteries. 2bat1oriesper card. 
Portable Bar Be Q Grill — 3 position grill, easy to 
assemble, slide in out legs, no bolls. Idea for car 
trunks or camper. > each
Babies only Please — Twin packed toilet 
tissue in mixed colours.
1.44
Kodak Pocket (nstamaflf; Film — tlO colour film 
vzith 70 exposures tor automatic pocket cameras 
accepting size 110 lllms.
acti 1 ,»44
Sylvania Magicubes — For automatic cameras 
without flash balieriefi. package ol three cubes and ^ AA. 
twelve nasties. each I •4'*v
Photo Alburns Self adhesive photo album and
plastic cavers for all your pictures ... no photo
corners required. each
White Swan Tov/oli ™ Decorator and mixed I 41 xl
colours in twin packages, ^ 1,44
j.Clolh —loot uses Indoors and out. 
Works like a duster, chamois and sponge, 1.44
Bortoel L.P.AIbomi --Hundreds ol assorlw artists ti M M 
and muiic styles to huy from. each 1,44
Rig Value Writing Pads —Finest quality <•» H jl 
with white clear paper, w pads B •44
paiiitS'SndMalltoviin^s-
Save on auallty Trolspar Painfi !— Good quality 
paints in your choico ot Interior Lolukor Somi Gloss 
l-nnmfil, Choose from 6J custom tinted colours at no n A A I 
xtra cost, Regular Wo'blco Pricftsto 2,65 qt, qt, 1.441
Vinyl Coaled Scrobbable Wallpaper—' Good 
selection ol patterns and colours In this easy lo hong ' 
pro pasted wallcovorlng, TdUgh vinyl coaling makes "tt 
It truly scruhbzrble, ■ single roll "*4*Hr !
Trelspar Spray Hnamel —Large 13oz, aerosol can 
ol quality spray enamel tn popular colours, Ideal for 
touch up or small decorflllng pro|«1».
Regular woolco price .V9 each. JJj cans 1*44
DEPARTMENT STORES
A DIVISION OF THE 
F.W. WOOeWORTH CO. LIMITED
PERSONAL SHOPPING ONLY PLEASE! WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
TOWN AND COUNTBY SHOPP5NO CENTRE, DOUGLAS STREET AND SAAMSCH
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY, TO A.M. TO TO P.M., SATURDAY, 9 A.M. TO TO P.M.
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No Results
Jim Cumming, chairman of 
the Committee for Organization 
of the Peninsula Hospital, has 
accused the provincial 
government of “quibbling, 
dismissing and reappointing 
committees without tangible 
results”.
Following is a letter, written 
by Gumming this week, to 
provincial Health Minister 
Dennis Cocke:
Dear Mr. Minister,
As you are aware, the people 
on the Saanich Peninsula are 
extremely disturbed at the 
indicated trend of decision for 
the acute care replacement for 
Resthaven Hospital. At a Public 
Meeting on Feb. 1st, 1974, with 
825 people present, our Com­
mittee were encouraged to seek 
an appointment with you and 
present our case together with a 
petition of over 5,000 names' 
requesting your help and in- 
terventioa
It is unfortunate that you have 
been unable to spare the time to 
receive our delegation but we 
hope that we will be able to have 
a few minutes of your time in 
the near future. There is now 
some urgency to our case and I 
am writing to set some per­
tinent facts before you.
The Regional Hospital Board 
will meet very soon and will 
receive a recommendation 
from the Hospital Executive 
Committee. Directors of the 
Regional Distript have far too 
many subjects to study and 
discuss and are dependent on 
such committees.
TheChairmanof the Regional 
Hospital District appoints this 
Committee seemin^y unaware 
that the Regional Hospital 
Districts Act is not governed by 
the Municipal Act.
: The Committee consists of 5 
Directors from the Urban areas 
and 2 from rural, one of these 
from the Western area and one 
; from the Peninsula who have 
been unable to attend through 
illness. His substitute is han­
dicapped by the difficulty of 
acquiring factual; information.
Section 21a of the Regional 
Hospital Act requires tlrat an 
Executive Committee be 
the Board annually 
with power to; deal with those 
items as specified in the 
resolution; :y:?
The Administrative Officer 
for B.C.H.I.S. Mr. Ken Wiper, in 
March 1,1971, issued a directive 
outlining procedure required to 
appoint such a committee and 
declaring that, if such a com- 
r^ttee is appointed without the 
MinisFer’s approval, it is 
illegally constituted and its acts 
have no validity. It will be 
argued that this committee has 
been given no extra powers but 
since the Board’s approval of 
their actions is almost 
automatic, this claim has little 
credence.
In March 1973, the Executive 
Committee of the Regional 
Ho.spital Board in a closed 
meeting recommended to the 
Regional Hospital Board tlmt 
the Hospital Advisory Com­
mittee be replaced by a new 
group selected by the staff and 
Executive Committee. New 
rules for the constitution of the 
committee were given blanket 
approval by the Board on the 
recommendation of this 
Executive Committee in a 
closed meoUng.^^^ ^^
The Letters Patent require 
the Regional District to 
establish an Advisory Com­
mittee. ‘'The membership of the 
said Committee shall include 
persons representing the 
hospital Corporatlunn In the 
District and such oilier personn 
as may be appointed by the 
Board together with such 
persons as may be appointed by 
the Minister."
There is no representation on 
this Committee from the 
Peninsula or from the Gulf 
Islamla which are served by the 
Peninsula Hospital, yet tlicre 
are threc 'ilospital Cor- 
poratlons’V serving the 
Peninsula and the Islands of the 
Regional District.
T!ier<ri»"Thly~oninT<SpiteT 
Admitiistralor on this Com­
mittee yet their function is "to 
recommend programmes for 
the improvement of hreipitahi 
find hrwpltel fneillliiw”. Siieh a 
group must make decisions 
based upon information 
sclectwl and procured by staff 
ilrotn sub-committeob wod 
cannot be conaldered in 
, diCTOselvt^ cKiK*rt advisers as 
was presumed to he Ite i»»(ent, 
This present Advisory 
Commlltee, upon receiving a 
Tcquetiit from the Pehlnsuln 
Hospital Society in Dec. im for
permission to proceed with 
planning for tlieir acute wing, 
decided to table the letter and 
re-study the situation. This, 
despite the fact that their 
parent body had already in June 
1969 approved this construction 
applied for and received ap­
proval from B.C.H.I.S. and the 
Minister.
The statement has been made 
that new factors have emerged 
which require re-evaluation. 
The new factor indicated is, of 
course, the imminent take-over 
of the D.V.A. Hospital. This 
action has been imminent, to 
my knowledge, for the past five 
years. The previous Advisory 
Committee were so much aware 
of tliese factors that in 1971 their 
projections for bed use in 1976 
included the 75 acute bedsinthe 
Peninsula Hospital and 138 
acute beds at the D.V.A. They 
assumed they would be in use in 
1976, and it is still remotely' 
possible but a repetition of 
committees studying the same 
material over and over again 
will not provide acute beds.
This 75 bed acute care unit 
can be built and be functioning 
before the end of 1975 and be 
available to relieve the pressure 
on the City hospitals when they 
ultimately decide what they are 
going to do and get on with 
planning. Resthaven has a per 
diem rate of less than ^50, 
seventeen dollars less than 
Royal Jubilee or Victoria 
General. It is reasonable to 
assume that the new con­
veniently planned unit will cost
less, rather than more, to 
operate.
This 75 bed acute care 
Peninsula Hospital wing would 
be a general hospital which can 
handle 90 percent of all cases; 
which can be operated for less; 
which can be built faster and 
cheaper than any in prospect, 
providing a hospital which is 
needed to replace Resthaven, 
which has been supported and 
served by the people of the 
Peninsula for over half a cen­
tury. This new wing v/ould serve 
a rapidly growing area with a 
population well over the twenty 
thousand mark and the prospect 
of a vast development in the 
Highland area, with the need to 
serve it.
Still we quibble, dismiss and 
re-appoint committees without 
tangible results.
The need becomes more 
pressing as tlie years pass.
May we request, Mr. 
Minister,that you consider our 
need and press for a decision or 
authorize the Peninsula 




Committee for Organization 
of Peninsula Hospital 
Sidney
Revolution Comes
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Most of us are quite con­
cerned over the numerous 
strikes in our industrial world 
and very apprehensive when we 
read of the rebellions in other
countries.
But what many of your 
readers may not realize is the 
fact that a number of our 
inanimate objects had 
originated this trend before 
homo sapiens gave much 
thought to it!
As proof of this, let me cite 
you a few instances:
A few years ago, just because 
we had some “unusual” snow, 
our electrical power decided to 
stage a rebellion.
The results were widespread, 
and thousands of people in this 
area were left without light,' 
heat and entertainment (tele­
vision or radio).
This went on for several days 
(in some areas) and many 
housewives were near-nervous 
breakdowns, as they con­
templated their winter’s food 
supply in so-called “freezers”.
Then, a year or so past, I 
descended to the lower level of 
our home, to find about a foot of 
water covering everything and 
discovered that it was our hot 
water heater which had 
rebelled.
know this must have 
been premeditated as, 'when 
relating rny problenis to fellow
workers, discovered that many 
of them had suffered similar 
experiences!
As far as ordinary strikes for 
better conditions are con­
cerned, what about an electric 
oven which decides, without 
advance notice, to snap a coil 
just at a time when I had a 
turkey (already stuffed) to 
prepare for a visit of out-of-town 
friends?
And what about the time we 
were dependent on our well- 
water and a small pebble 
unaccountably blocked a pipe in 
the electric pump?
Of course, it further in­
convenienced us by happening 
late Saturday night.
There was also the weekend 
the clothes dryer blew a fuse , 
and I’d just used the last one 
and hadn’t got in a fresh supply.
I could go on at great length, 
telling you about these 
machine-made strikes, but it 
appears to me tliat another 
machine (this typewriter) is 
planning a sympathetic strike' 
and ix dot doind do too by korekt 
typink 4 bee. 0 O nutts!!
(is not going to do my correct





The newly-formed Canadian Cancer Unit for North Saanich 
and Sidney urgently need Residential Canvassers during the 
month of April.
Make a “fabric friend”, a fabric doll, a cushion for a doll|s- 
house, a fabric animal toy and bring it to Eaton’s Fabric 
Garden. 3 prize winners will be chosen and after the 
judging, all the “fabric friends” will be sent to children in 
hospitals in time for Easter morning. Enter soon.
1st prize: 75.00 fabric Gift Certifieatc
2nd prize: 50.00 fabric Gift Certificate
3rd prize: 25.00 fabric Gift Certificate
Prizes not negotiable (or cash
Eaton employees and their tamilies not eligsblo.
Fabric Garden, Third Floor.
STORE INFORMATION. 382-7141
If you run into trouble, your Autoplan Claim 
Centre can help straighten you out.
In Victoria it’s at 3300 Douglas Street, phone 388-7822, in Nanaimo 
phone 390-4511, and in Campbell River, phone 287-9104.
If you're involved in a motor vehicle accident, 
just bring in your car. An adjuster will record the 
necessary details and the damage will be 
appraised. Then, you'll be able to take the car 
to be repaired.
Right now, Autoplan claim service is being 
provided at temporary facilities, while your new 
drive-in centre is being built. '
When the new drive-in Claim Centre is open, 
it will provide you with fast, convenient and 
efficient service.
( (Hn'OltAllON Hi ni RHITISH COlUAtRIA
your insurtince company
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26” (315 sq. in.) Philcomatrix II 
Negative Matrix Picture Tube
Too percent Solid State BOSS 
Modular Chassis
® Philcomatic II“Hands Off” Tuning







^ Automatic Chroma Controls ^
« Mediterranean Console 





MODEL 2SC320WA, SIZE 25”
Trim line contemporary cabinet, 
finished to match walnut.
Features Include:
® A.C.T. (Auto-lock channel tuning)
Perfects fine tuning and locks in the 
picture at a push of a button. After 
channel selection and minimum tuning 
adjustment, just push the A.C.T. 
button and picture and sound come in 
sharp and clear instantly.
* Cosmetic color circuit 
Memory-matic pre-set fine tuning
* Transistorized solid state signal
'■■'".^system
* Transistorized UHF / VHF tuners
' Lighted UHF / VHF channel indicators 
Patented automatic chroma control 
Instant response g
■ ■ ..TS' OHM ■ inpulv; J
Reg. '629"
MODEL 26C44© 26”
® 100 percent Solid State 
Modular Chassis
® Total Auto Fine Tune & Color 
Control 
®' Philcomatic






® 26” (315 sq. in.)
Philcomatrix II ~ Negative Matrix Picture Tube 
o 100 percent Solid State BOSS Modular Chassis 
©Philcomatic III ‘‘Soft Touch” Tuning System
® Mediterranean Console in Dark Oak Veneers ® Automatic Chroma Control ® Carpet Castors











I« 19” (180”8q.) Picture Tube
,® B5 percent Sold State





: FAUNIiOHOUGH - Styled for KOod con­
temporary looks, and huilt for jfood looking. 
It’s a full 20” Hcrcen in a corntwict cabinet to 
fit almost anywhere, Philcomatic H with all 
the ease of 'hands-off tuning, Philco Matrix,
U tube will) all the rcali.sm of clear, vivid 
color. Memdry mutic pre-set fine tuning, 100 
per cent solid state, lighted channel in* 
dlcutorii and hideaway eonlrola make the 
Farnborough 
well worth looking at, C; jF®
2i)e422 Walnut Finish # 1% aBK OLH vAI 
I7'k” n x25" W X 
ItFj” D
20C212 ■■■■
* 20” Philcomatrix II
« H5 percent Solid State 
ACT - AFT
* Walnut Finish Table Model
$ lOO
» 19” (IBO sq. in.) Picture Tube 
® 80 per cent Solid State 
Solid State VHF / UHF Tuners 
















X1' '‘"o- 'f' ' t LIfilOLEUM x,^
^ ^ ™|,. appliances >
X
FREE DELIVERY LTD.Ail'*










talk mf tlie tmwn
TMs Week’® Qiaestieiis
Would you like to see horse racing brought back to the 







855 Towner Park Road
Yes, it definitely 
should.
It’s a lot of fun and it 
brings a lot of business to 
Sidney and to the 
peninsula.
The traffic isn’t a big 
problem, at least not so 
big the police can’t 
handle it.
I think it would be great 
to have Sandown open 
again.
Everyone would 
benefit... .it would 
create jobs for people 
here and, as I said, bring 
a lot of money to Sidney 
that otherwise would stay 
in Victoria.
MRS. ISOBEL ELLIOTT 
Gooch Island
Sure, I think it should 
be re-opened.
The races are lots of 
fun.
I don’t see why an 
operating track would 
create any special 
problems, for the police 
or anyone else.
l used to like going out 
there....
I never got rich, that’s 






1 find that business 
falls off when the track is 
open, because people are 
spending money, I think, 
at the tracks,
In many cases, it’s 
money which should be 
going for groceries, or 
the rent,
I find, too, that vvc start 
getting ii lot of bad 
chtxiues when the track’s 
open.
Having it operating 
brings money to the 
peninsula, all right, but 




I never really took too 
much interest in it, 
myself.
I guess I’m not much of 
a racing fan.
But it would be nice to 
have it re-opened, for 
those who do like the 
sport.
I’d have no objection to 
it.
I don’t really think 
there’d be much problem 
with traffic.
They’ve got lots of 
room at the track and a 
big, wide highway for 
people to use coming and 
going.
. FRANK WHITNEY 
930 Grilse Lane
It’s a terribly British 
thing, isn’t it?
Why not open it and 
combine horse racing 
with greyhound racing, 
so the track would serve 
a dual purpose?
1 think I’d enjoy that.
We could use the dogs 






It should never have 
been closed in the first 
place, that's for sure.
It’s more bother for the 
police to handle the in­
creased traffic, 1 realize 
that.
When the track was 
open before, (here wore 
time.s when the (rack 
traffic would be going out 
just when a ferry landed.
That became a real 
nightmare.
But I’d still like to have 
the track open again,
1 really used Io enjoy 
myself there.
Saanich Peninsula hunters 
and fishermen should hold onto 
their old hunting and fishing 
licences until April 30, a release 
from the provincial fish and 
wildlife branch said tills week.
All licences which are due to 
expire on March 31 have been 
extended until the last day of 
April, the release said.
The new 1974 licences will be 
available some time in April.
Announcement of the ex­
tension was made by branch 
director Dr. James Hatter.
Anyone who doesn’t have a 
1973 licence by the end of 
March, Dr. Hatter added, and 
who wants to hunt or fish during 
.'Tpril, will have to buy a 
“temporary" licence, for use 
until the 1974 licences are 
available.
Those temporary licences will 
be available at the branch’s 
offices, 1019 Wharf Street, 
Victoria.
The extension of the 1973 
licences was necessary. Hatter 
said in the release, because of
extensive changes in licence 
fees, re-design of the licences 
themselves and an 
“unavoidable delay’’ in the 




Thursday, Feb. 28: 9:30 a.m.
Ciirpet bowling; 10 a.m. liquid 
embroidery, weaving; 1 p.m. 
di'essmaking; 1:15 p.m. bridge; 7 
p.m. crib.
Friday, March 1: 9:30 a.m. 
podiatrist in attendance; 
needlepoint, quilting, badminton, 
volleyball, table tennis; 1 p.m. 
knitting; 2 p.m. iacko; 7 p.m. 
evening cards.
Saturday, March 2: 1 
p.m, . open for drop-ins.
Monday, March 4: 
quilting, ceramics; 1 p.m. 
fiench; 2 p.m. films.
Tuesday, March 5: tO a.m. 
Sereanders' practice, oil painting ; 1 
p.m, oil and watercolors; 1:15 p.m. 
whist ; 7 p.m. shuffleboard.
Wednesday, March 6: 10 a m. rug 
hooking, novelties; 10:30 p.m. mah-- 
jongg; noon hot dinner; 2 p.m. 
concert, with The Sweet Adelines; 7 
p.m. band practice.
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Homesteading isn't 
authorized in the Yukon and 
Northwest Territories because 
of climate extremes, tran­
sportation costs and difficulties
in getting suitable loans. People 
with adequate financial backing 
who wish to farm full time may 
lease up to 160 acres with an 
option to purchase after five
years when certain conditions 
have been met. The conditions 
include building a house and 
cultivating a certain acreage 
before the lease expires.
liiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniiiiiiiiniiiiiimmiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
i WEATHER I
The following is the meteorological






Thur. 23 0130 8.0 0745 10.4 1525 2.9 2355 9.0
Fri. 1 02,30 B.7 0820 10.3 1625 2.5
Sat. 2 0140 9.4 0425 9.2 0910 10.1 1730 2.2
Sun. 3 0230 9.9 0615 9,3 1015 9.9 1830 1.9
Mon. 4 0310 10.2 0740 8.9 1140 9.6 1935 1.8
Tues. 5 0350 10.4 0840 8.2 1305 9.5 2025 1.9
Wed. 6 0410 10.5 0925 7,3 1440 9.6 2120 2.3
Thur. 7 0435 10.5 1005 6.3 1545 9.6 2210 3.0
•eport tor the week ending Feb. 24 
urnished by the Research Station, 
jidney.
Maximum temp. (Feb. 19) 50
Minimum temp (Feb. 22-23) 31
Minimum on grass 24
Precipitation .91
Total Precipitation 11.67
Supplies by the meteorological 
division Department of Transport for 
the week ending Feb. 24.
Maximum Temp (Feb. 19) 51





Total to date 12.03
miiim!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiii!iiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii!iiiiiiMiii!tiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil




100 watt - Westinghouse 
2 bulbs per package
pkg.
DISPOSABLE , POCKET SIZE MUGS
large Earthenware - decorated colors



























Indies • oversize 
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MU: AT MEW HUSFITAE
Bit Of Sherry With Your BinnerT
TWO PATIENTS AT THE new Saanich Peninsula Hospital extended care unit converse in the activity 
room.
: By PAT MANNING : ' " 
Review Staff Writer
At 102, Mrs. Sophie Andrew s 
likes a glass of sherry before 
:.v, dinner.' "
At the new Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital extended care unit, she 
; gets,it':':>;';^'',r:.v’,;.
This is just one of a thousand 
instancesv;in : which the ad­
ministration and staff of the 
hos^tai are bending over back­
wards to see that their aged 
patients are as happy and-are 
leading as normal a Ufe as can 
be provided.
The hospital setting is one of 
: rolling hills' pictdresqu 
horsey grazing in the fields, set 
against a backdrop bf^ oceari 
expanse and towering rnoun- 
tains.
Inside tbe building, the walls : 
are brightly colored, the rooms 
. are tastefully furnished and 
i everything is arranged for the 
' comfort and convenience of the 
‘ patient.
Mrs. Doreen Chapman, 
!'* director of nursing, described 
I the many hours spent picking 
! out the ■ furnishings for the 
building:
“I swear we sat in 100 chairs 
, before we finally decided on 
V which would be the most 
comfortable for our older' 
'people,
“And then they told uS that 
particular line was discontinued 
and we had lo start all over 
again!”
On Feb, 15, just 10 months 
n after the first hole was dug on 
fthe hospital site, the hospiUd 
Ixjgnn admitting patients.
At present, there are 2(i 
:rj>atients, ranging in age from 55 
I to'l02,:':
j’ The average age is tto.
In order to qualify for ex- 
, tended care, a i)eraon must be in 
' need of nursing care 24 lunirs a 
■V day and need help in feeding,
'' dressing and carrying out the 
tasks of daily life.
The hospital is being filled 
gradiially (at one-third total 
capacity at present), wlih new 
admissions and transfers from 
the Gorge, the VeteransV and 
the Jubilee and Victoria 
General hospitals.
One |3alicnl has even boon 
transferred ! from Vancouver, 
Iweausc of a present dlrth of 
fixtendesi care beds in tliat city.
There are now 20 nurses on 
Btuff, a part-time phy:do- 
Ihcrapist and her assistant, a 
parbtlinc social worker and 
pharmacist, u diotary con* 
aviltnnt and kitchen, house* 
keeping and office staff,
Tho hospital is also apix-'aling 




patients on a one-to-one basis.
“Our aim is to help the patient 
lead as normal a life as 
possible,” hospital ad­
ministrator John Stevens said.
“To that end, we hope we will 
have a number of people 
volunteer to help us.”
The hours between 10:30 a.m. 
and 1 p.m., and in the evenings, 
are when volunteer help would 
be particularly appreciated, 
Mrs. - P Pa tier son,
physiotherapist, said.
She said the staff would 
welcome mothers with pre- ^ 
school children — mothers to 
pour ; tea ; and coffee and the 
children to be surrogate 
grandchildren. ^
Volunteers are also needed to 
help feed patients and to read to 
them; anyone who can sing, or 
play the piano, would be par­
ticularly welcome, she added.
Facilities in the hospital are 
designed for the ultimate in 
patient comfort.
There’s a wheel chair shower 
and two Century baths, 
specially-designed with 
whirlpool agitators and an 
electronically-operated chair 
which lifts the patient up and 
into the bath.
"They wore terrified at first, 
now they love it,” said Mrs, D. 
Harper, head nurse.
“1 don’t think they use the 
regular bath at all anymore,” 
There is a beauty parlour 
wliere patients will be able to 
hiive tlieir hair profe.ssionally 
done once a week, if they so 
desire. A barber will come in 
every second week,
A “quiet room” is provided 
for these who desire privacy 
and, for the patients’ en­
joy meiil. the hospiUil walls are 
hung w-ilh oil painting on lease 
from peninsula artists. These 
paintings are rotated every six 
weeks and are for sale.
Visiting hours arc roughly 
from U) a.m. until B p.m,,
: although Mrs. Chapman said 
she Is not strictly ooncerned in 
enforcing these hours,
She explained ylsitors nrc; 
such an Important [lart of the 
patient’s life that tbeir visits are 
encouraged ns inueli as 
IMissiblo,
One of the difficulties about 
the lio.Hpital is thatfor lliose 
coming from Victoria — there is 
no ret’ulur Ims service.
A piano has been donated to 
the hospital by the Central 
Saanich l.ions Club ami a 12- 
wlieclebair, four-piisfienger ims 
with hydraulic lift is ticing 
domUccl by the llclickabs nu(i 
Oddfellows clubs.
”\Vltb a bus of our own, w;e 
can oi'gaiii/,e and go whenever
we want,” Mrs. Chapman said.
She explained how important 
it was for the patients to get out 
whenever they could — with 
delivery of the bus expected the 
beginning of July, she envisions 
taking the patients to Butchart 
Gardens, Beacon Hill Park, 
down to the ocean and on 
various other excursions.
“Just to fake them out for a 
wee drive is so much better than
sitting”, she exclaimed. " ;
An inovatibn in hospital 
procedure Mrs. Chapman feels 
is having a great affect on the 
patients outlook is that of 
serving five meals a day instead 
of three.
If a patient is awake at 7 a.m.,
he may haye toast and tea in 
bed; breakfast is served at 9, 
dinner at 1:00, supper at 5 and a 
snack at 8.
Meals are planned with the 
patients’ likes and dislikes in 
mind and are designed for 
maximum color, flavor and 
optimum nutrition, head 
dietician Mrs. E. Cottingham, 
said.''
She said it was the aim of her 
department to make mealtimes 
a happy time for the pa tients 
and tof give meals an uh- 
insiitutional look.
William Steel, a patient in the 
hospital;) said in conversation;
“The staff is wonderful... you 
can’t get better food 
anywhere.”
Needed
The Canadian Cancer Society 
wants to raise $3,500 on the 
Saanich Peninsula this April, a 
release from the group’s Vic­
toria headquarters said this 
week.
But before the local units of 
the society can even begin 
planning lo raise that money, 
volunteers to canvass homes on 
the {-jeninsula are needed, the 
release added.
Volunteers will be asked to 
make only “a limited number of
calls’ no more tlian four
job: a briefing, information 
material and tags lo identify 
him to those he is to canvass.
The money raised in the 
annual fund drive ~ being held 
for the first time ever on the 
peninsula this year ~ is used to 
support the society’s programs 
of cancer research, education 
and patient aid.
Peninsula residents w'illing to 
volunteer for the April canvass 
are asked to phone local unit 
chairman Eve Hobinson, at t).5i)- 
210B.
The team approach and the 
complete involvement of staff 
members in helping the patients 
be as comfortable as possible 
has had astounding results,
Mrs. Chapman said..
She cited the example of Mrs. 
Wills, a resident of Towner 
Park Road, who was the first 
patient admitted to the hospital.
“When she first came, she 
wouldn’t tallc,” explained Mrs. 
Chapman.
“She has now picked up 100 
per cent, chatting, eating and 
enjoying her eating.
“Yesterday, I walked past the 
physiotherapy room and I heard 
a group singing.
“There was Mrs. Wills in the 
midst, leading the song ‘“Four 
and 20 Blackbirds Baked in a 
Pie’,” she laughed.
Mrs. Chapman’s own delight 
in the patients and her concern 
, that the hospital be neither dull 
nor traditional for tradition’s 
sake has resulted in an at­
mosphere of co-operation 
between staff members and 
patients.
“They’re a real bunch of 
sweeties,” said Mrs. Chapman, 
referring to the elderly women 
patients.
She went on to explain how 
one of the staff members had 
pinched the bows from the 
flower arrangements given to 
the hospital at the opening, and 
had then gone around arranging 
the ladies’ hair and dressing 
them up in the bows.
“When they looked at 
themselves in the mirror, they 
were so happy and delighted 
with themselves,” she said.
One of Mrs. Chapman’s main 
concerns is that things be done 
differently at the Peninsula 
Hospital.
There are many reasons for 
changing things, she said, and 
the main reason is the patients.
“This is a hospital for 
patients, not the other way 
around,” she added. ^ ^
Mrs. Chapman has instituted 
a weekly staff meeting, at 
which members of the staff can 
r air complaints “ ^ )and : 
dissatisfactionSiv 
She feels if problem areas are 
brought into toe open, they can 
be dealt with much more 
satisfactorily.
And if they can’t be changed 
at the moment, at least we can 
tell them why, she said.
She said there is something 
sadly lacking in many hospitals, 
in communication between staff 
and administration.
She pointed out the joy in a 75- 
bed hospital is that everyone 
knows everyone and there 
should be no reason for a lack of 
communication.
Also, with a hospital which 
has just been completed, 
everyone is new ™ staff and 
patients — and she has found 
the patients are feeling very 
much a part of getting the whole 
thing off the ground.
“'Fhey come up with all sorts 
of suggeslioas,” she said, “and 
they’re all open for con­
sideration.
“It’s a lot of fun; we’re all 
struggling through together.”
She told a behind-the-scenes 
story of the opening last Friday, 
with the advent of the first 
patient.
Hoping they had remembered 
all details, large and small, one 
of the nurses came up to her 
asking, where the hand soap 
was.
They had forgotten to order 
it; one of the staff hopped in a 
car and went charging off to the 
store.
They have introduced a 
weekly patient assessment 
meeting, which Mrs. Chapman 
hopes will result in the patient 
getting much better care.
The meeting includes a 
doctor, nurse, physiotherapist, 
dietician, social worker and the 
pharmacist.
Together they discuss the 
patient’s needs and work out a 
co-ordinated program for him.
Then the patient is called in 
and asked his opinion and 
whether he would be willing to 
go along with toe program.
After three months, the 
patient’s program is reassessed 
and new plans included.
“That way, the patient does 
not feel put somewhere and left, 
she said.
“It is a team approach and 
everyone is involved.”
Unique to Vancouver Island 
hospitals is the modified-unit- 
dose-medication-plan-a method 
of distributing medication to the 
patient which, Mrs. Chapman 
calculated, is going to save 27 
hours of nursing time each 
week.
Essentially, it is a system 
whereby the pharmacist pours 
medication for the patient for 
seven days of the week and up to 
six times a day.
Then toe nurse simply has to 
\ pick up the required medication 
and distribute it instead of 
pouring it herself.
Mrs. Chapman feels it is a 
much better way to control 
i'drugs: 'v
The Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital extended care unit, 
with its staff and ad4
ministration, has, in one week, 
welcomed 26 patients through 
its doors.
It would seem the staff has 
more than succeeded in helping 
those patients feel at home and
happy.
The congenial atiuosphere 
and smiles of the patients are a 
credit to those working with 
them; they indicate a yery good 
beginning.
FREEZER BEEF
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During the period F'ebruary 23rd, 1974 to March;:^6to, 1974 
official Enumerators for the Town of Sidney will be 
covering the town to obtain registrations for toe new 
Voters’ List to be used at Municipal Elections and 
Referendunis. These Enumerators will carry written 
authority for identification and the co-operation of all 
residents is requested in providing the Enumerators with 
the necessary information.
Any persons absent from tlieir place of residence or who 
have not been visited by the Enumerators during the 
above period should apply to the Town Hall for 
registration as soon as possible thereafter.
Registrations will not be accepted at the Town Hal) before 
March ISth, 1974.
G. L. iLogan, 
Town Clerk.
hours on each of two separate 
evenings— during the annual 
“Conquer Cancer" campaign, 
the release said.
Each volunteer will be given 
an assigned area in which to 
canvas.s, and each will be given 
everything he needs to do the
TInv hydro electric iiotcnlial 
of the Yukon and Nortlnvosl 
Territories is id,non megawatts, 
half’Ol' (lie present eleetrii'al 
power production in Canada,
NOTICE
CLUB, ORGANIZATIONS, HOBBY & CRAFT 
GROUPS, SCOUTS, GIRL GUIDES etc. etc.
I''RKE .‘M.'VLL booUings ina.v he arranged for dis|diiys. 
Community I'uiul Drives, Etc. etc.
For re.servation of space pleasc contact 
Mil Tom Bradfield 





2336 AMITY DH. ■ COR. PAT BAY HWY, 
10 a,m,'7 p.m. Closed Sundays & Holidays
SALE ENDS MARCH 2/74
STULL'S T.V. CENTRE
9779 4TH ST. 1)56-1221
WE SERVICE EVERYTHING WE SELL
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Seminur Seh&duled
About. 150 peninsula 
Jehovah's Witnesses will attend 
a twoday seminar in Vic­
toria this weekend, a reletise 
from the church said .Monday.
The seminar-- to be held at S. 
J. Willis Junior Secondary 
School — will feature "Bible 
discourses and demon­
strations" the release said, in 
an effort lo encourage “love for 
(the participants) fellow man".
"People today are becoming 
more and more impersonal," 
presiding minister of the
peninsula congregation. G., 
DeWandei, said this week.
"That is \s’hy the theme for 
the assembly entitled 'Love One 
•Another Intensely From the 
Heart' is very timely.
".As individuals, we need to 
draw closer to one another and 
demonstrate the principled love 
which Jesus did for all 
mankind.”
The twoday program will 
include baptism ceremonies for 
new ministers, DeWandei 
added.
Prices Effective 
Feb. 27 to March 2
III your friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store










6447 West Saanich Rd. 652-2863
TIIYING TO DECIDE WHO’S MORE frightened, these Peninsula farm. In the end, the calf lost, bolting for 
two youngsters eye each other warily on a Saanich safety when the boy came too close for comfort.
Jack Ralph photo
ij: ■ '■ ' p
TOWN OF SIDNEY
By LEEIFE 
Special to The Review
The Brownies, Guides, Cubs, 
Scouts and even the Beavers 
(pre-Cubs) paid tribute to their 
founders Lord and Lady Baden- 
Powell, this past week.
The week started with 
Thinking Day in Deep Cove andf
..''Sidney.
This is the day Guides and 
Brownies remember their 
comrades around the world.
All the Fairy gold and dues 
collected are donated to the 
World Friendship F'und, to help 
less fortunate youngsters.
Deep Gove Brownies had 
candle-lit cupcakes, while 
Sidney had an international 
dinner,
The Guides organized the 
whole meal, and invited their 
younger counterparts to the 
smorgasbord dinner,
There were various dishes, 
such as curry, sweet and sours, 
spaghetti and meat sauce, chili, 
rice di.shes and cabbage rolls.
Along with all this, salads 
were prominent, willvpies for 
for the 06 youngsters and eight 
leaders who enjoyed the faro,
A large cake, in the shape of a 
trefoil, iced in yellow with blue 
trim, graced Uie table.
Over $25 was collected to be 
donated by Sidney lo the 
friendship fund,
Slides were shown to cap off 
the evening.
The Cubs and Scouts had a 
father and son banquet, hosting 
over 2(K) youngsters and tlieir 
parents.
Sunday, over. 150 youngsters 
inctat the hall and marched to 
St Pauls United Church for the 
annual church service.
They were joined by ihe 
Beavers of Sidney a nd t he 
Brownies from Deep Cove,
Hev, Hori Frail had Ihe 
.service well in hand and, during 
the service, each group 
repeated its pronii.se for all to 
hear.
Archdeacon U.B. Horslield 
then spoke to the group,
■ l<
The yourigslers were caught 
in the rain coming out oi 
church, hut the parents came lo 
lhe re.scne. driving grourw hack 
to the hall where, douglinuts and 
IKip awaited the youngsters, 
while hot coffee and cookies 
'vvci'c offcicd lo the paivilla,
And so another Tlilnking 
Week ended.
Each one of ilie youngsters 
and leaders wore drawn a little 
closer to oounlerpnrts all over 
the world.
* •'.-‘I® •
...■' ■' . ^
............ ':f'y
- . ‘




Sealed tenaers marked “Tender for Pickup 
Truck” will be received by the Town of Sidney, 
2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, li.G. up to 4:00 p.m., 
local time on February 25th, 1974.
Specifications and conditions of Tender may be: 
obtained from the ab(i)ve addreSs. y v
G ; S. Logan 
Town Clerk.
DISHES FROM AROUND the 
international dinner this week.
world were featured at the Sidney Guides’
Play"#ffs Saturday
Seven peiiinsiila elementary 
school stiuienUs will take fiart in 
zone play-oHs jn the luT-l LLA.X 
Junior Chess dhampio(i.slii|).s at 
the Iteacon Mall Salurclay,
'I'lio seven will meet eon- 
lenilers from grades 1 through 7 
from the soutliern zone ot school 
(iistricl (iJ in malehes slated to 
start at 10 a.m, in the Holiiiv 
son’s department store at the 
pUi/.ii,
Fach of tlie seven lias already 
won a series of games in the 
prcliniinary' ruiiiul.s, of llic 
championship tourney,,
'riie winners of .Saiurtiay’s 
matches will In,' declared I lie 
gra de eha infiions f or I he d is I r ic i 
and will go on to compete lor 
cliesK ’trophies in (lie grand 
champion rounds, slnterl to tie 
held at Vicloiia'.s llud.sons' liay 
Co. .store in mid-Mai'cti.
In lliis Saturda.s'’;; inalehes, 
Saiinichton’s Jennifer Siauli 
will challenge Frospeel Lake’s 
Sloven I’eddlesden; .Sidmy's 
Brian Kicliardson will nn'Cl 
Corduvii Bay’s Mary Slolliard, 
Saaniehton'.s Ivan liunter \s, 
Cordova Ba.v’.'i lali WovKiv.uw's,
Saanichton’,s Vims'iit I’elers vs. 
l>ur’’anee’s Seth Wilson; lieep
( live s Keilli ive> iiell \ h, 
l-.oii’iside's Colin Canton; 
Keating's Wayne .Sandsnuiiic 
VS:, Boyal Dak's ( iive .Stamder.s: 
and .Norili ,Sii,;uiicli',s .Andre 




In Vieloiiai B C on Monday, 
I'Vivriiar.V ,!li71, Mrs. L'Minn 
B!, ' beloved : wife of \V, k*. 
(I'rafton, ittiio ficolion Hoad,
formerly of A’erdiei" Ave,,
Brentvvood Bay, B,C. lolluwing 
It lengtliy illness, Slie leavt.'s to 
mourn iitu’ Itws' lie,sides lier 
hiiMliand, datigliler l.einimt, 
'Vttronto, OiU. Several grand
cttildrtm iind great grtnui
ehildreii, I’tedeceaseii by 
ilaiigliter I.eona in iiHG
Liinenil stn'viee was held m 
Samis, (’liapel ot .Httses. 
Sidney, B.C. oir Wednesda.v, 
l'‘et)i'iiaryT!7 at ;t:oo )■|,m. Ai'tii; 
demon, M.niiioeks ollimaled 











: ( 'aniida’s largest-selling rye whisky.
llicncicij «iicl hoitli'il by Josfjph Ii, .Sciuinon A .‘join, l.td,, riBht here in H.C.
„ ANNUITSES ::
(iuiinmtee a iirime invesimeni return ami las; advaniai'v'.s
for iinnit'diaie retirement iiu'ome,,
(’■all ViM’iion L, fleluttlinU. U.L.U,
HARBORD INSURANCE en.
(iii.iir,'MH'e Is Oiir BusiiH Hs \i»l a .Sideline 
l2'i<l Uro;ii«l Street tlSd-KItl
Vdu tioiii base to pay incoine tax 
itnw Dll iHimcy \iHi pill iiiio a regisicii'd 
lU-iiivitteitl SaN'iiies I'laii. Many ("ana- 
vliaits can dciliivi ti|i lo Sd.iHK) fcDni llieir 
t.ixalMc inctunc tills way. Sowliy iidI keep 
, Munenf (I'iv.* iiioitev xiHi w<tiilil,lia\e paitl 
taxes DiL slari vDiir nw ti Ulan al ( aiiada
p.,'riii;o)erp mv'l .yo'ti V ! L’"'
I .DDk al the ath aiiiaees.
,'\l ( anada Uennanent you’xe a 
chioct'dI tlti't'c Itinds ith eoniph'io 
tlexibilily, ineltuliniLa (tuaraniecd laiiul 
DDw carnmp s 1,
Mai (y ns"u;( lii.'vl ilitu(H»i iixed 111'
1125 Douglas Street, Victoria
regular payniciits. and ihcre are no sales 
euinmissiDns no eltargcs I'oi'joining.
.At ri.iii'enient. yotiranmiily is laxiilde. 
Inn son can expect to |niy loss beeanse 
xotiil very likely lu’ in it Itnxeriitx bnieket.
I'Df all Ihe inlDmiaiiDn you need to 
make a wise cltDicc. talk iDCanaihi ' 
Uermanyft!,,. iiv t pkico to pc lor ivtoncy 
s.iviiie. inDney.fnaking idetis.
ix ii c ) I lot .rDli'v «M ' I ! t|(u. G L I Q '* ( . ■
Canada Permanent

















small - medium • large .............pair
Florida Grown
While or Pink 
size 48's.
Frozen Whole
Maple Leaf Brand 
Gov't. Inspected
Average 5 * 7 lbs. Whole Grade
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let's not kid 
ourselves,
(e¥er|4hi iig won't 
be rosy right away,
Have we got problems! Even our problems have problems.
Our claims centres won't be ready on time, our computers 
won't all compute, all our phones aren't in, and we don't have 
enough people.
But AUTOPLAN/s ready, and, after all, that's what counts.
Nearly every vehicle in British Columbia will be covered by 
Autoplan from March 1st onward, and that means that
Don't think that just because we're not completely ready yet 
that you aren't going to get service, however. We have temporary
centres, which are under construction. We have travelling
I. We have enough computers 
to move the massive volumes of paperwork as fast as possible, y^ 
andwe will add extra ones as theyTe needed. VW even have people 
to tell us what problerns we're g to have later.
But, we're trying to give you the best service possible, t 
And believe us, you deserve it.
INSIIR-\N( I ( ORI’ORATION ■» Ol RRITISH C OIUMIUA
your insurance company







BY PAT MANNING 
Special to The Review
His temperature registered 104 degrees.
Mark had just awakened, screaming, from his afternoon nap. 
One look at the thermometer and I made a dash for the phone, 
dialling the number of our pediatrician in Victoria,
He said to bring my one-and-a-half -year old in to the 
emergency at the Jubilee Hospital at once.
Rapidly calculating in my head the ride from Sidney to Vic­
toria, I said I would be there in under 40 minutes.
I slammed down the phone, bundled the children into the car 
and backed rapidly out of the driveway.
In record time, I made it from one side of Sidney to the other, 
dropping the two oldest children at their Nanny’s house.
At least seven minutes had passed.
I glanced worriedly at Mark and headed down Lochside for 
the highway.
A sureptitious look in the rear view mirror and I stepped on 
the gas pedal.
I knew the speed limit is 30 m.p.h. along here, but there.were
no cars, no pedestrians and, besides__ a temperature of 104 is
alarmingly high, even for a baby.
Damn!
The light turned red just as I reached the highway.
Good, it’s changed.
I should be able to make time, at least to the outskirts of the 
city.
Thank God—there’s no ferry traffic.
Rats.... there was someone doing 50 in the fast lane 
I hate passing on the inside, but here goes.
I look again at Mark, sitting quietly in his car seat in the back. 
His breathing had been fairly irregular but it seemed more 
normal now.
I relaxed a little and eased up slightly on the gas pedal.
Then I saw the flashing yellow traffic lights and I knew I was 
in for a whole series of red lights down the highway.
If I get one red, I usually find I hit them all as they’re turning 
red.
I felt myself tensing again, as I reached for the brake pedal. 
Why, oh why doesn’t the pediatrician live in Sidney?
I could have been at Rest Haven emergency ages ago.
Stepping on the gas, I plotted in my mind the fastest route to 
the Jubilee.
I could go along the highway to the Quadra overpass, down 
Quadra to Bay, a left on Bay would take me straight to the 
hospital.
No, that’s no good.
Traffic crawls along Quadra half the time.
Then maybe I could go along to McKenzie, down McKenzie to 
Richmond and out Richmond to the hospital.
But that really is not much better.
Traffic moves pretty slowly along Richmond, too.
Probably the fastes t route would be to go along to Woodwards, 
cut off to Blanchard, down Blanchard to Bay and out Bay.
■ With any luck, I should be able to make pretty good time^
Gosh, I’d better slow down a little and pay more attention to 
the speedometer.
I’ve always considered that I am a pretty good driver, but it 
was hard to keep my mind on my driving 
1 glanced again at Mark.
He was still sitting quietly, but that-in itself-meant that 
something was wrong.
He'never sits still. •
He looked awfully flushed.
I wonder how high a child’s temperature can go before there’s,, 
a chance of brain damage.
Lord, 1 should have given him some aspirin before I left.
Off the highway and onto Blanchard.
I was right.
With a little skillful lane changing, I could really keep moving. 
Some of those cars were just creeping along.
Thank goodness, Mark wasn’t screaming with pain.
I would never be able to stay within a reasonable speed limit 
I glanced at him again.
He just sat there, with his head back, looking out the window. 
Damn!
I had just gone past Bay Street 
However could I have done that?
Where in world could 1 make a u-turn?
This must be the longest block in the city... .well, 1 wasn't 
sure whether I'd just done something illegal, but at least I was 
back on the right track... .another three minutes and I should 
be there.
As I pulled up in front of the emergency, I glanced at my 
watch,
I’m not sure exactly how long it took me to get there, but I 
know I made it In under the 40 minutes.
1 eased Mark out of his car scat and walked quickly to the 
emergency entrance.
In minute.s, the doctor had checked him and begun procedures 
to admit him.
Diagnosis. . ,su.spccted .scarlet fever.
Driving slowly back on the highway, with the baby in his 
hospital bed being well-taken care of. 1 had time to conlemplnle 
that ride into Victoria,
n and when there is tto g(‘neral hospital with acute care 
facilities on lht( peninsula, how many people will Iw having to 
cover lho.se .same mile.s into town?
1 was under Btre.ss; but what if Uie baby had been bleeding, 
crying with pain or struggling for breath?
How much more slre.Hii would I have been under and how 
much faster would 1 have travelled?
1 am 33, in control of all my faculties and have a good driving 
record,
Whnt if I had Iwen quite elderly, with not-so-qtiick reflexes, 
with more stress on me; whnt would my driving have been like 
then? ,
Would I have l)i?en able to bring my patient quickly and safely 
lo hospital?
What if?,,,,
There are as many ifs ns there are people on this pentn.sula. 
And the ifs can compound tragedy iqion tragedy.
There is one pooaiblc solution.
A general hospital with acute care facilities on this peninsula, 
for as many people as care (o avail themBelves of the facilities,
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DauUhohor Nudes First Break
By PAT MANNING 
Review Staff Writer
Jane Sloan, known the world 
over for her photographic 
studies of theDoukhobors, has a 
photography studio here in 
Sidney.
In an interview with The 
Review Monday Jane 
reminisced about her ex­
periences as a photographer . 
and freelance T.V. cameraman.
Born in Nelson, B.C. Jane’s 
career in photography was 
launched when students at 
school began asking her to 
develop films for them and then 
to take their pictures. She did 
school year book pictures and 
as friends began to be married 
she was asked to take their 
wedding pictures.
At that time in Nelson all 
wedding pictures were taken in 
the studio she said. However, 
Jane started going to the actual 
wedding and taking pictures 
there.
“This had never been done in 
Nelson before and they thought 
it was fabulous,’’ she said. “My 
career started right then.”
Jane took two years off to 
study photography in Van­
couver and then went back to 
Nelson to set up her own 
business,
“I was so dumb I didn’t know 
you needed a lot of money,” she 
said.
All she had was $125. She 
rented a tailor shop in which she 
put an enlarger into a dressing 
room. I had enough for the first 
month and I just didn’t look 
further ahead, she said. “Today 
I wouldn’t have the courage,” 
she laughed.
It was a success story from 
the beginning. At the end of her . 
first year she even had enough 
money to buy a car. She bought 
a new Austin for $1565 cash!
As well as doing her studio 
photography, Jane was also 
freelancing for the local daily 
newspaper. When they opened 
the bridge in Nelson she sud­
denly found herself working for 
sevfn different magazines; f v
“They all wanted a picture of 
Premier Bennett cutting the 
ribbon,” she said.
Her problem was that she 
couldn’t send them all the same 
picture so she went up to the 
Premier and asked him if he 
would pretend the scissors were 
dull and change his expression 
as often as possible and really 
drag the whole proceedings.
“He co-operated fully,” she 
exulted, “and 1 got all seven 
pictures and all different.”
Taking the picture was only 
the beginning. Then they had to 
be developed, printed, captions 
written and sent off.
“That’s when it got to be a 
drag,” she said. “Many’s the 
time that I’d work through the 
night to beat deadlines.”
She often found she would 
finish at dawn and start on her 
way home as the milkman 
began his morning rounds.
“It was fun though ” she 
exclaimed. “I’d live liuough 
that again anytime,”
In 1647 v/hen the Columbia 
River atTrail was flooding Jane 
suddenly discovered she wh.s a 
T.V. cameraman for C.B.C.
They wanted pictures of the 
flood, she explained, and there 
was nobody to do it. So Ihey 
asked June and she accepted.
“I guess they didn’t know I 
didn’t have a camera or had 
ever taken film,’’ she said.
Undaunted Jane scrounged 
around and borrowed a camera
“They wer(? so pleased with 
the resnlls (.sur|)risingly (o miM 
they told me if I got a eniriera 
they would give me enough 
work to make it pi*y” she said.
Then came the Doukhobor 
situation and Jane found herself 
in the midst of it and her 
photographs wcr(} very much in 
demand.
Alice Stevenson her stories and 
pictures were appearing in 
Newsweek, Liberty, Life and 
through the news services in 
papers and magazines in 
Sweden, France (Paris Match) 
and England. Her photos were 
also used in Simma Holt’s book 
Terror in the Name of God.
Dramatic news stories and 
photas were only one aspect of 
Jane’s work. She has won many 
awards from the Professional 
Photographers Association of 
B.C. for wedding and children’s 
photos as well as awards for 
hand oiled coloured 
photographs.
In Sidney she has been doing a 
lot of copy and restoration 
work. She said it is surprising 
wliat can be done with an old 
photograph. By re-touching and 
colouring, an old photo can 
come alive. It takes a lot of 
work and can- be expensive, 
Jane warned.
Jane also takes a lot of 
v/edding pictures but, as can be 
imagined with a career such as 
hers, she does not stick to 
traditional approaches. Rather 
with imagination and ingenuity 
she often comes up with some 
striking and memorable 
photographs.
She makes her own gadgets
for her camera lense in order to 
create certain effects. She can 
make candles in a photo appear 
to be sparkling and by use of 
double exposures can often 
create startling effects.
“I try to do something dif­
ferent for every wedding,” says 
Jane.
And doing something dif­
ferent might be the best way to 
describe a photographic career 
which has embraced such a 
wide variety of experiences and 









“I had always dreamed of 
gradually working my way up 
until the time would come when 
Life magazine would want to 
print one of my pictures,” Jane 
said.“As it was Life was the 
first to use my stuff. It was a 
little anti-climatic’’
Jane was oh assignment with 
the Vancouver Sun when she 
went to take her first 
Doukhobor pictures.
“I was very young,” she said, 
“and I went merrily off to take 
my photographs.”
When she saw all the people 
taking off their clothes she said 
she just backed away. The 
reporter she was with shoved 
her up to the front again.
“After that I thought nothing 
of it,” she said. “But I used to 
watch the new reporters faces 
when it first happened.”
The Doukhobors, who were 
protesting, amongst other 
things, the government’s 
liaving taken their children 
away for up to six years, would 
start to take their clothes off as
soon as they saw a camera.
Jane was able to take many 
unique pictures, among the 
thousands which were being 
taken during that time, because 
of a relationship of trust which 
she established with the people.
“IfT feltthey had a legitimate 
point I wrote about it that w'ay,” 
said Jane. “I was the only one 
who did that.”
As a consequence Jane was 
invited into their homes. She 
was fed their fabulous food, and 
even learned lb speak some of 
their language (a type of 
Russian).
One picture Jane remembers 
particularly well involved a 
group of school children. She 
said the Doukhobor’s children 
were returned to their homes 
when the parents promised to 
send their children to school. 
The Doukhobors set up their 
own tent school and Jane went 
to take some photographs.
“'rhey made me sit down and 
wait and wait until they had 
taken all Ihe children’s clothes
off. The kids were so shy and I 
felt so sorry for .them,” Jane 
said..'
Jane said it was the only time 
they did that and she was the 
only photographer there. She 
said she could never understand 
the rationale behind it.
Meanwhile the Doukhobor 
story was making headlines 
around the world and her photos 
were very much in demand. 






MILLS ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C.
Saturday March 2iid 
Dancing !I:(I0 p, m.-12:30 a.m. 
“The Oarsmen”
74 VOLVO Ml’ GRANDr LUVr.
BRIAN HOLLEY/VOLVO
SALES « PARTS o SERVICE 8 a m, - Q p.m. DOUGLAS AT CLOVERDALE 384-1161 . D.L. 2785
WANTED 
Full & part time 
Waitresses
VoyagcHH’ Esso Kestanrmil 
Pat .Bay livvy at '' 
iUoiiiit N<‘Utou X Hoads 
Phone 1152*111(1
of Clpthing
& Shoes For The Family
SALE of
WOOLS - run women who care
CONTINUES TO MARCH ZND AT
Groceries — Fruit ~ VeDetabies
UMbm^KlUAYmUHIS ItlL WINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.Dciicon AvonuD Phono 656-1171
7167 West Saanich Rd - 
BRENTWOOD BAY





10 A.M. - 3 P.M
ST. PAUL’S 
UNITED CHURCH HALL
SPONSORED BY THE BA2AN BAY UNIT OF U.C.W.











9-5 Monday thru Friday
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Monday for insertion the same week. 
RATES: 25cfor each four words or less; minimum $l.uu. 
Box numbers, 25c extra.
All advertisements must comply with the B.C. Human Rights Act, 
which prohibits any advertising because of race 
nationality, ancestry or place of origin 
unless the condition is iustified by a I 
work involved.
‘All advertising will be subiect to the approval of Review Publications 
Ltd., v;hjch reserves the right to classify, reject or insert copy fur- 
nistied, at its sole discretion.
RATE CARDS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
BK^CON AT l8t STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS. FRI. SAT.
sex, religion, color, 
or age (between 44 and 65), 
bonafide requirement for the
(Est. 1912)
|j\'II ‘■A ut OS ’ - T ^ ^ I :̂
Your Soanich Ponlnsuia 
RoaBors
477-3988
3or 4 bedrooms, with large family 
room, on quiet cul-de-sac. Only IV2 
years old. Large lot. We also have 
new homes and will consider your 
trade.
Mr. El well
Phone Audrey Grimshaw 
386-2911, anytime
1972 TOYOTA CROWN 4 dr. stn. 
wagon, 6 cylinder, auto., P.S.; P.B.; 
1500 miles. Like new, $3495,00. Mr. 
Perry 386-7594 days, 592-4562 
evenings. 2-tf
1957 PONTIAC. Good running 











1971 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER SWB 
4WD with locking hubs, radio. 29,000 
miles. Otters. Phone 656-1151, 9 -5 
daily, to view. 6-tfn
MOTOR HOME — 24 ft. self contained 
Empress. Many extras. Low mileage 
$11,500.00. All offers considered. 
Apply Stall 18 • K.O.A. Camp Grounds, 
Church Road and Highway 17.
Members of
Victoria Real Estate Board 
ant! Multiple Listing Service.
9-1 2444 Beacon Av@.
1966 CHEVY II, Standard. Low 
mileage. Tested to June 1974. Six good 
tires. Phone 656-4397. 9-i
Sidney B.C. 656-1154
FOR SALE BY OWNER, older, but 
modernixcd 3 to 4 bedroom home, 
basement, automatic oil heat, 
fireplace in living room. Beautiful 
treed two-thirds acre, completely 
fenced property in area of good 
homes. 13 miles north of Victoria. 




7115 WEST SAANICH RD.
USED FURNITURE, TV, 
APPLIANCES, TOOLS, 
MISCELUNEOUS.
CHECK OUR PRICES 
BEFORE YOU BUY OR 
SELL ANYTHING
TRAILERS
100 OF THE BEST COMMISSION 
circulars available. How to distribute 
without cosi, postage, advertising. 
For details rush this advt. and 50c to 
A.G. Mail Orde' X, 971 Ambassador 




BUSINESS. For complete details send 
50c and address to Box 147, 
Saanichton, B.C. B.C.X. 6-4
^We reserve the right tc> 
limit quantities
STORE
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 a'.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
“Vancouver Island’s most 











- Additions, etc. Corn- 
Residential. S. Froritti 





1964 INTERNATIONAL PICK-UP. 
48,000miles. $750.00. Phone 656-2770. 9- 
1




ECONOMIC 1965 RAMBLER 
CLASSIC, manual, radio, etc. Ex­






located here in Sidney only 1 
Block from shopping. 72 x 174 
feet. $17,500.




6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY.
GARDENS HAND-DUG; compost 
piles mulched,' pruning, wood split­
ting, brush-cutting, eaves, yards, 
garages and basements cleaned. 







2 h top V8 P.S.
“Complete Real Estate 
Service Across Canada"
70 Fiat 1245 
4 speed radio
Victoria 1057 Fort St. 386-2111 
656-3924
Saturna Island Home 
Only $26,900
What can you buy at this price? 
How about this: good basement, 
2-3 bdrms., kitchen, living room 
with Franklin stove, large 
covered sundeck - all sitting on Vz 
acre of land just waiting for you 
to produce your own fresh 
vegetables and, how about a few 
chickens! When the hens don’t 
lay you can go fishing. Sunset 
Beach is about a block away. Call 




Gordon Hulme Ltd. 656-1154
Cottage
2 Bedroom home in Sidney. 
Spotless inside. 1 block to sea. 
$22,500.
AVAILABLE MARCH 14th, See now 
— Baycrest 30 inch electric stove, new 
condition. $150.00; Admiral fridge, left 
hand door, $100.00; Hoover washer, 
small $50.00. Various garden tools, 




BABY CHICKS, PUREBRED Rhode 
Island Reds. Order now. 652-2683. Call 




- Painting,' Lino, 
Carpet, or what have 
9-tf
Bungalow
3 bedroom (or 2 plus den) home. 
1000 sq. ft. close to Beacon Ave. 
Only 6 years old. $35,800.
USED 24" VIKING STOVE and 
Kelvinator fridge, in good working 
order. $80.00. for both or nearest offer. 
652-1448. 9-1
10 Acre Farm
On West Saanich Rd. overlooking 
Pat Bay. Large 2 bedroom home 
with cottage in rear. MLS 6594 
Asking $125,000.
WHIRLPOOL WASHER with pump, 
excellent condition. Two safety belts 
for Chev. Car; hitch and frame for 
car; 3 lady's golf clubs, left hand; 2 
saw horses; G.E. Floor polisher; 
Black and Decker edger and trimmer. 
Apply 2177 Henry Ave., Sidney. 9-2
WORK WANTED Tree falling, 
cement work, landscaping by hour or 







DO YOU WISH YOUR CHILD to have 
loving day care? If so phone 656-4926. 
References. 6-1f
JUST ME
Owner Wilf Dorman gives* per- 












592-7576. SPLIT CEDAR POSTS. 85c Phone 656-3.519.
each.
9-1
ED'S FURNITURE REPAIRS, 
Fourth St.,Sidnev. 656-1218
CONGENIAL AND ENERGETIC 
MALE help to look after grounds of 
modern residence in North Sidney for 












PORTABLE T.V. with stand, $25.00; 
heavy entry door $20.00; drapes ; 
Spanish light. 652-1647. ■ ’-I
f ¥ URUlCg
WOMAN FOR CASUAL BABY SIT­
TING, mostly days, apply Bov V, the 
Sidney Review. 49-tf
6 lbs.
6S Lemans 2 door 
hi 350 2 barrel 




Built in Spanish style with Romeo
REAL ESTATE & 
INSURANCE
FOR RENT 2 ROOM OFFICE space. 
178square feet: $75.00 per month, heat 
and light included. Sidney 
Professional Bldg. 656-4813. 82-
HERD-PAK — A mastitis liquid 
product containing three antibiotics 
pius cobalt sulphate. Effective, low- 
cost treatment for routine cases. 
Royal Oak Pharmacy (McCoy's) Ltd. 
4452 Vi/est Saanich Rd., Victoria, B.C.
for a factory trained specialist 
phone 656-5114 




& JuUette balconies, enclosed 
courtyard, and cement tile roof. 
Located on % ac. close to 2 golf 
clubs and with view and good 
access to Coles Bay. 4 bedrooms, 




Office space, tor rent, in Sidney. 
Phone 656^5431; 9-T
4CHROME REVERSE WHEELS and 
tires (F78-14) fits Ford or Dodge 14 
inch. $80.00. 656-3080 - Bob. 9-1
WANTED, TIMBER-ALL species 
including alder. Top prices paid. 478- 
2932.: ■ '6-tf
DEPENDABLE MAN WHO CAN 
WORK WITHOUT SUPER­
VISION. Earn $14,000 in a year 
plus bonus. Contact customers in 
Sidney area. Limited auto travel. 
iWe train. Air mail J. Ji Dick, 
^Pres;, Southwestern Petroleum, 





KIRBY VACUUM CLEANER 
sale. As new. Phone 656-5479.
for
9-1
BAZAN BAY BEACH MOTEL NOW 
RENTING FOR WEEKLY OR 
MONTHLY RATES. Fully furnished 
units, 656-4419. 2'tf
M EN OR - WOME N interested in 
sales. Will train. Phone 656-5597. 7-tf
CABINET SHOP IN SIDNEY requires 
man with experience in installing and 
also assembling of cabinets. Per­
manent job for right man, 652-3556. 9-1
OFFICE DESK with six drawers. 
Good condition. $40.(X). 656-2594 . 9-1
CASH FOR PIANOS Phone 477-6439. .
8-6
DEEP COVE
50 Treed ac. on Hillside. Total 
seclusion with magnificent 
views. Private estate, resort, 
or.... $175,000.
63 Dodge Sedan 
small V8 Auto 
' P.S. radio
64 Corvair Monza 
2 door 
auto radio
62 Pontiac 2 door 
hardtop V8. 
auto P.S.
NEAR BRETllOUR PARK 
Well built, 1280 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom home on quiet street. 
Custom built to owner’s specs. 
Prices escalating fast. Buy it 
now! $39,900.
GREENGALDE DRIVE 
New 3 bedroom, full basement 
home with wall to wall 
throughout. Full basement with 
roughed in 4th, bedroom or den. 
Large living room plus family 
eating area in kitchen,
$47,000
SALT SPRING ISLAND, Isle view 
meadow Townhouse, 2 bedrooms and 
study, 1V2 baths, all electric, snug and 
warm with fireplace too. W-W carpet, 
washer, dryer, 2 storey, 1200 sq. ft. 
Lease only $225,00 per month. Phone 
or write Scott Point Marina, Reg. 
Taylor 537-2851.
CHICKS — DUAL PURPOSE — 
PayrTiaster (Rhode island Red Cross), 
White Leghorns, White Rocks. Ship 
anywhere. NAPI ER HATCHERY, 
2'2470 • 64th Avenue, R.R. 7, Langley, 
B.C.534.6268. 7-tf
URGENTLY WANTED. Radio; 
adding machine; typewriter; laundry 
tub; sewing machine; dressmaking 
designers books; dressmaking tools 
also sewing machine parts, for 
repairs. 656-2502 . 9-1
WANTED IMMEDIATELY for coffee 
shop in Sidney area - personable gal 
for few hours during fhe day. Waitress 
and grill experience preferred but 
attitude and personality more Im­





SANITARY GARBAGE SERVICE. 
Sidney Clean-Up. Ray Bowcotf, 656- 
1920. 32-tf
LARGE HOUSEKiEPTNG ROOM 
With kitchenette, on cablevision. Suit 
quiet working man. Vacant March 
151h. Brentwood Bay. 652-2156, 92
MONTH OLD MIXED SEX Starter 
chicks tor March, Order now. Phone 
479-5162. 8-4
Olde Townc Auctioneers 
584 Johnson St.,
Victoria, B.C.
We buy outright or sell on con­
signment all household goods, tools, 
etc. 383-9512; 383-5641. 9-lt
TWO FAMILY INCOMES are 
essential Today! You can help your 
family and not neglect them by selling 
AVON. You choose your time and 
hours. Call now 384-7345. 9-1
Mom
SALT SPRING ISLAND 
'k ac, treed lot close to beach 
access of Ganges Harbour. 
Watermains. OVily $7,000.
BUYING OR SELLING 
CALL
650-4000 K. iP ROST 650.2427
GORGEOUS QUALICUM 
BEACH
Vi acre treed lot, 3 blocks from 
one of the finest beaches on the 
Island. All services in (except 
sower) Well priced,
$8,000
ON FOURTH STREET near Beacon 
Ave., store or professional office. 
Approx, 400 sq. ft. newly decorated. 
Phone 656-2345.
GARDEN SERVICE -• Pruning. 
Bruno von Schuckmann. 656-1990, 3a-ff
WANTED, In good condition, rotary 
gas mower, preferably with grass 
catcher . Phone 656-1615. 9-1
STUDENT TO ASSIST with Chores on 
Dairy F,arm at Saanichton. Apply Box 




AND GARBAGE hauled, 
33-tf
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM for rent, 
middle aged gentleman, non smoker. 
bSbim.
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENT In Brentwood Bay. 
$175.00. Not suitable for children. 652- 
2835or 652-1711 after 6t00p.m.only.9-1
FULLER BRUSH PRODUCTS 
PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE 
NORMAN HULL 656-4938
46tf
WANTED, for cash, 14 tt. 














73 Toyota Hilux 
Pick Ud , auto 
radio tape deck 
chrome wheels
VICTORIA REALTY LTD. 
3477 SAANICH RD,
9.5 acre hobby farm in North 
Saanicli with adjoining 20 a(.'rc*.s 
available at a nominal lease. 1700 
sq. ft. renovated comfortable 
house, cottage, (i year old barn 80 
+ fruit trees, several oUutr 
outbuildings.
$110,000




MODERN 3 BEDROOM HOME; Deep 
Cove; $235.00. Phono 656-4?8B, 9-1
WATKINS PRODUCTS 
PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE 
NORMAN HULL 656-4938
46-tf
12 FT. FIBREGLASS BOAT, 9Vs H.r^ 
Johnson; trailer,$465,00, 652-1647. 9-1
OWNER OF SMALL CAR who picked 
up grey zipper cose containing Judo 
outlit, please return lo 9365 Maryland 




I WILL PAY ALL CASH
0US. 386-3B06 RES, 656- 3602
DISHIVCOVE LOTH 
3 • ,58 acre each - asking $17,5(K» 





351 auto P.S.m 
trailer towing 
package extra tanks I 
the works
DUPLEX .
3 bedroomB * each side. Sundeck • 
I'/i! liasement * cnrixirt • garbage 
can bin. Asking $47,000,
SEA' VIEW l,OT '
Presently zoned Commercial, 
Application in lor ro-zoning lo 
residential. Beautiful sen view in 
prime reiddeulial area. Asking 
$17,(HK).
Build your retirement 





for your home if I find it suitable 
for rental or renovation. For 
immediale inspection and same 
day decisions, Call
BILL CARNEGIE







Quality Mont Cut, Wrapped 
(or Homo Froozots 
7108 W, Saanich " 6S2-1652
WOULD LlkE tO UUY 2:i bCdfOOftl
houliii In Sidney or nroa. Ploaso phone 
656 5687 fvonlngs, , 5* ’
Contractors
THE TH0U(5HT SHOP
' Gifts —Cards" 
Toys — .Sewing Notions 
Crafts— Wool 






Drontwood Day Dranch 
7174 Woat Poanich Road 
652-2111 652-2822









WANTED TO BUY SMALL 
ACREAGE 1-5 acrt'(>, PruloriUily on 
Snnnlch Ponlnsulfl, Apply Box 0,- 
Sidney Review. S I
WANTED, SMALL CABIN, indoor 
plumbing on treotl 's /tcro lot near 
Deep Cove Store, Birct' Rond and 
West snanlch, Cash $12,008,00, Apply 
Box K, Sidney Review, 8 4
BILL BRAIN ROOriNG




69 Ford % Ton 
6 cyl std. 8 ft. box
BUY, SELL, CONSIGN
Hetlremerit Or Siurler 
Approx. 20 yrs. old. 2 ttedioom, 
no step on a 50'X KKV lot. Near 
the sea. Central OOM furnace 







*1 hxifrnnmx up. 7fll*tf( hwthrnflmx ire
your* In this clenn tpucious 2 &l()r»y 
condominium homo In dellghtlul 
Slrtnoy, Comporo oihor hoinoi In IhU 
ortc# f untjo nnd thon exit me to viow 
fhis homo »f your conveni«*ntP, (MLS 
6532), '(in't ttoSKili 3iiaYV2L
'7-2
SOOKE — parti,"illy cleared 2 
acre Id, Creek at the Ixtck of the 







nniiilrect ImmediAielv Caiti, 656 1048.
9,1
STUDENT WISHES TO







lloKldontial • Commoicial 
A Qolt Couftso Construction





Brentwood Arts & Crafts





















visiTCiO ' rnorctison sncKi 
furnlffhed ffumily tiouin for all or part 
of April or Juf't!. will coro for pef. 





Dealer Ha 4BI TOR LEASE, 4S0 $q. fl, ofticn cn Store. Bencon Ave. Sidnty. 4)9-7106. 6.
tt
NEW HOME, V? path, 3 wmn,, 
LaiemJht, Lrepuicr, ;:i*rp.ort, V'^eHina 
disliinco downto'wn. H.'»,.i0{l,00, r'i'(ont'
9.tf
WANTED TO BENT, houw rtnd sm«ll 
rtt,rt.'ngi:*, VvriUt Box aitifUiy kiivtew.
$3








Orentv#ood Cay Shopping Centtes




Mil piano parts stocked 
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CUSSIPIED : Real Estate JOHN BRUCE 
SIDNEY 
REALTY
« i Coming Events
BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 p.m. every 
Thursday. Everybody welcome. 1-tf
EVANGELICAL WOMAN'S DAY OF 
PRAYER, March 1st, at 7:30 p.m. 
Bethel Baptist Church, Beacon Ave. 
Speaker Mrs. Eddy. All ladies 
welcome. 8-2
WORLD DAY OF PRAYER, Seventh 
Day Adventist Church, Friday, March 
1st,at 2:00p.m. 9-1
CENTRAL SAANICH Jackpot 
($140.00) Bingo. Brentwood Com­




j..... .......— ______ Church, Friday,
I March 1st; 2:00 p.m. Rev. Laura 
Butler, guest speaker. Everyone 
welcome. 9-1
CHILD HEALTH CONFERENCE. 
Sidney, Brentwood, Saanichton and 
Tsartlip school also information and 
registration for Prenatal classes. For 
appointments phone 656-1188. 9-1
INCOME TAX. Your personal Income 
Tax done in complete confidence at 
reasonable rates. Can Pick up 479- 
1961. 5-tf
ADULT BOOKS, NOVELTIES, 
Marital Aids. Free price list. Adelphi 
Books, Box 1866, Saskatoon, Sask. 5-tf
WE WISH TO EXPRESS our sincere 
thanks to our many friends for their 
love and expressions of sympathy; 
also for the many cards and floral 
tributes in our recent bereavement in 
the loss of Lary, a beloved husband 
and son-in-law; - Penny Nelthorpe and 
son Jamie; Dan and Fran Butler. 9-1
RICHARDSON — Ian and Annette are 
pleased to announce the arrival of a 
son, Philip John, 7 lbs. on February 17, 
1974,at Rest Haven Hospital. 9-1
MR. AND MRS. P. LARSEN, are 
pleased to announce the forthcoming 
marriage of their daughter, Katherine 
Marie to Mr. Robert E. McLeod, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. F. McLeod, 
Parksville, B.C. The wedding will take 
place on the afternoon of March 9, 
1974. Friends of the young couple are 
invited to "Open House" at the home 
of the bride's parents, 7982 East 
Saanich Rd., after 7:00p.m. 9-1
THE CORPORATION OF 





Sealed Tenders are invited for 
the supply of petroleum products 
and equipment supply and in­
stallation.
Products:
Regular Gasoline, Premium 
Gasoline: estimated yearly 
consumption - 20,000 gallons. 
Diesel Fuel - (marked) estimated 
yearly consumption - 5,000 
gallons.
Motor Oil - Series 3-10-20-30. 
Motor Oil - 10-30 
Equipment:
Supply and Installation 
3 only - 1000 gallon tanks 
3 only - metered consumer 
pumps.
NOTE: Lowest, or any, tender 
not necessarily accepted. Ten­
ders should be delivered by 4:30 
p.m., on February 28, 1974 toG.L. 
Wheeler, Assistant Ad­
ministrator, P.O. Box 26, 
Saanichton, B.C.
9-2
THE LIHLE THINGS 
THAT SELL HOUSES
Anyone who doubts that buying a house is an emotional 
experience probably hasn’t had much experience showing 
homes to buyers.
When buyers are looking over a nicely decorated home — a 
place the vendor has obviously taken pride in — they almost 
always fit themselves into the mental picture created by the 
atmosphere around them.
Furniture, fixtures, colors and the “feel” of the place are 
important.
This doesn’t mean because you’re thinking of selling your 
home that a redecorating job is in order. It means only that 
little things — often inexpensive little things — can mean a 
lot.
A couple, for instance, had been intending for years lo build 
a planter between their living room and their dinette. When 
they decided lo move to a bigger house, they pul in the 
planter — ivy and all — as a “lure” to buyers.
A great many people remarked on it and it was a very 
special feature that finally helped to sell the house.
.An experienced and knowledgeable Realtor who is used to 
seeing many houses in the course of a week is a good person 
to ask for an opinion or suggestions on decor if you are put­
ting your house up for sale.
ATTENTION SIDNEY RESIDENTS. 
Aid to Pensioners Group under new 
management. Housework, Gardening, 
Odd Jobs free to qualified pensioners. 
For information phone 652-2969. 9-2
Nliscellaneous
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 
WORKS OF CANADA 
TENDERS
SEALED TENDERS addressed 
to the Supevisor of Tendering, 
Department of Public Works, 
Canada, 1444 Alberni Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6G 1A2, and 
endorsed
“TENDER FOR FLOAT 
RENEWAL, MARCHANT 
ROAD, BRENTWOOD, B.C. 
will be received until 11:00 AM 
(P.S.T.) March 20, 1974 
Plans, specifications and forms 
of tender can be obtained through 
above DPW Office; can be seen 
at Brentwood Post Office.
To be considered each tender 
must be made on the printed 
forms supplied by the Depart­
ment and in accordance with the 
conditions set forth therein.








Central Saanich ’ V 




The Municipality of Central 
Saanich will receive applications 
from suitably qualified equip­
ment operators.
19'74 Salary — $4.74 per hour plus 
fringe benefits. Application 
Forms are available at the 
Municipal Hall, 1903 Mt. Newton 







(glass, gnlvlnizcd gutters, cap­
ping, and now glass door included) 
WITH EASY TO FOLLOW PLANS 
AND ILLUSTRATIONS 
(all materials are reclaimed 
or otherwise slated)
10'xl2'a"--$328 
or bolt two together tor 
I0'X25'— $60U 
($7,00 (or local delivery) 
PILOT MtJDEL ON DISPLAY 
(NO C.O D, PLEASE ) 
GILLESPIE ENTERPRISES 
Vancouver island largest 
mnnutacture
ol wcwden greeniiouse kits. 
OPEN /DAYS A WEE K 
396.?! FLEET ST. oft McKOfUleAve. 




In Sidney, B.C, on February 
2l8l, 1974, Mr, Joseph Henry 
Vogel, aged 83 yecrs, Ixirn in 
Pern, Minnesota, and a resident 
o,f Siciney, B.C. for post 7 years, 
InU: residence suite 100, 9801 
Third ,Sl,, formerly of Victoria 
and Comox, B.C.
He leavfss his loving wife, 
Edith lOllnibelh Vogel, at 
homo; step-sons and step 
(loughterB-in-law, Gkndon and 
Hazel Merrirnan; Clifford 
Mcrrlman and Allan and Ruby 
Merrimnn; his step son-in-law, 
Jotin Cornish all of Victoria, 
B.C., ulster, Mrs. Margaret 
Htirris,, N’.'a(aimo, B.C,, three, 
cousins; niecca and nepliews.
Service was held In tho Sand’s 
Mortuary Limited, “Memorial 
ChniTcl of Chimes", cm Tuesday, 
February 2.0, 1974 at 3:00 p.m. 
Rev. Harry R. Pike officiating. 




Beacon at Fifth 
656-5311
Government of British Columbia
MENU COMPETITION
PURPOSE OF COMPETITION — This competition is designed to help obtain a 
a selection of interesting and creative luncheon and dinner menus featuring a wide 
variety of British Columbia foods. To promote the preparation and enjoyment of 
these meals.
ELIGIBILITY — The competition is open only to re.staurant, hotel, institutional, 
catering and dining chefs and cooks, to professional dieticians, and to dietetic 
homo economics or cooking school teachers: and to home economics and cooking 
school students. Entrants must be permanent rosidentfj of British Columbia
REQUIREMENTS — You rpay submit any number of entries in each of tho following 
cologories. Tho price in each category Is to bo tho price per person when catering 
for a group.
1a vSpring Luncheon 
Tb Spring Luncheon 
2o Summer Luncheon 
2b Summer Luncheon 
3o Fall-Winter Luncheon 
3b Fall-Winter Luncheon
$4.50 or loss 
$5,75 or loss 
$4.50 or loss 
$5.75 or loss 
$4.50 or less 
$5,75 or loss
4a Spring Dinner 
4b Spring Dinner 
5a Summer Dinner 
5b Summer Dinner 
6a Foil-Winter Dinner 
6b Fall-Winter Dinner
$6,60 or loss 
$8,00 or loss 
$6,50 or loss 
$8.00 or loss 
$6,50 or loss 
$0,00 or loss
If, In the opinion of tho judges, the cost ostlrnatt^ for on entry does not soom iDasible, 
it will bo roclasslfiod in a diltoi'ont category, ^
JUDGING — Professional ond^sludont entries will bo judged .separately and on the 
following points; 1. Ovar-all appotilo apponl. 2. Variety of B,C, foods iisod. 3, 
Appropriateness lor the season. 4.Jrnagination and croalivify.
PRIZES — Winning professional and student entrios In each category will bo 
awarded the following prizes:
For the best menu, a framed gold certlfitcato and $250 cash.
For the second-best monu, a framed silver cortlficato and $100 cash,
For tho third-best monu, a framed bronze corlificato and $50 caslj,
A number of framed Honourable Mention (certiticafos will also bo awnrdod.
HOW TO ENTER — Type, or clearly print each monu on one side of an BVi” x 11" 
sheet of plain bond paper. At the top show the catogory, In the top right-hand corner 
write "Professional Entry" or''Student Entry",
On a soparalo sheet of paper print your name, address 
or school where enrolled,
All ontriea become tho property ot the Govornmoni of British Columbia, Entries 
should bo addrc.ssod to:
MENU COMPETITION 
Office Of the Provincial Socroinry 
GovcrniTiont of Dritloti ColurnPia 
Parliament Building,s. Victoria. B.C. V8V 1X4
CLOSING DATE •— All entrios must bo postmarked by midnight, March 15,1974,
Govitrnrnerit of Briflsh Columbin 
Ernbtil Holl
PROVlWCIAL 8E€R€TAnV
phono, place of employment
Elliott & Company
Chartered Accountants 
\V..l. ELLIOTT. C..\. 
Beacon Shopping Plaza 




Payrolls, General Business 
Services. Full or Partial 
Service as desired. Over 25 
















Hoofing — Repairs — 
Eaves troughs. (jualified 







ST. PATRICK'S DAY TOUR
iarch 17 - 42“ each
Leave Vancouver Island Coach Lines dejiot 8.00 
a.m. Tour Queen Elizabeth Park — Stanley Park 
— Lunch at Canyon Gardens (included). Then 
proceed to Gas Town and return to Victoria at 
7.15 p.m.
APRIL FOOL’S DAY TOyR
April i - *10“ each
Leave depot at 9.00 a.m. to Port Aiberni via 
Parksville and Cathedral Grove. Lunch at 
Barclay Hotel (Roast Beef, included). Visit 
Little Qualicum Falls and return to Victoria via 
Quaiicum by 8.00 p.m.
EASTER iOl^DAY DAY TOUR
April 15 - >14“ each
Leave depot 8.00 a.m. for a beautiful ferry ride to 
the Mainland — Proceed to Grouse Mountain and 
enjoy a delicious lunch at the GROUSE NEST 
(included) . Enjoy a thrilling sky-ride up and 
dovvn the mounta in (included). After lunc h, look 
around the ski area — then tour Marine Drive, 
U.B.C. and return to Victoria by 8.15 pm.
BELLIiGHAi DAY TOUR
April 30 - ‘ir each
Leave depot 9.00 a.m. and travel to Bellingham 
JVa hours in town to enjoy lunch and browse 
shops. Return to Victoria by 9.15 p.m.
For information and reservations call: 385-4411
VAW(X)UVER ISLAND COACH LINES LTD
'716 DOUGLAS STHEET, VICTORIA. B.C;
AJAX
Home and Office Cleaners 




2233 Ardwell Ave. 
656-2016 656-1278
DANISH UPHOLSTERY
All lU'pairs-.\n.v si/c HoiU and 







Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
OUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 




25 years experience 




Hi-paii's - Appliaiicr* Coiiiii'clions 






Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
G5ti-M12
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
MARSHALL'S






Painting and Decorating 




Robert W. Roper, D.C.



















New Homes & Cabinets Cusloni build 







WIRiMG & REWIRING 
LIGHTING St HEATING
:: Phone " ;
General Electronic Repairs
W.M. (Bill) Bart 







“Large or Small 





BACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING
“no job to large 
or too small”
656-2651
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Re.sidential 
Constriretion; Renovations 
& Altci'alions, (>.50-1128 
ACORN SWIMMING POOLS












































Paperhanging - Vinyl 
Grassciqth 
Norm .Siidler (i56-44R7 I






OovernmonI crnlillod, tochnician 
with 35 yanra oyponnncn in Elec- 






PAPER AND VINYL WALL 
COVEHINGS
PAINTING CONTRACTORS 





Marine Auto & Hafet)’Glam; 
Window Glaaa.MIrrorR. 
WimliihiohlK InKtallod 
Insurance Clnimn Promiilly lluiulird




















Cu.stnm Built Homes 
AddilioiiH, AlH'ratioiifi 
Cfdiinets, Hepoirs 




' Service for 

















YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNI'IU McTAVlSlI 
& EAST .SAANICHRD, 








COMMUNITY SERVICES INFORMATION DIRECTORY
BUILD WITH BRICK 
AND lILOt K 
MASONRY GEMEHAl, 
CONTRACTING : , ,
TRUMAN CONST. LTD
JHfiH Ih’vim (IM-KUO
^ .W. PETERS ni
.MtiKoriry Conlraetnr





('.'rlsis l,ine (24 houno 3H()>0323 
Family Allovvriaee, Did Age* 
,,Security: and Guaranteed Tn- 
eonie .Supplemeut 388-3631 
Eliiaiielal ,'\ti,si,staiK;(}, (.Social 
, .'tilovuua c atid SuppUmeal to 
Did Age .Security):
■ Siilney, Central and North 
Simnk'h, Gulf hlantlH





lumdlord anti Tenant Advisory 
Bureau 3h2-3h)(i
lautiil Aid-■Criminal 3B2’2I<)1 
Meals oil Wheels (15(1-2147
Mentid Hci'dth T'cviti'i*
479-1002
Publle Healih (Pr«-mitnl, Well 
Baby, IiTimunlzatlon and V.D,
• ('enfral Hiiatdclumd 
Saanich .1H2ril21
-Sidnev. North Saanich, Gulf 
Islands (IMt.'IWl
cnnk'.4; School HotilUi Ser- 




No, (i3 « Hurnl Hnnnich, Central 
.Saanich, North Saanich,
Sidney ^ ^











During the latter years of the 
Vietnam war, increasing 
uneasiness of the popular 
conscience resulted in a number 
of revolutionary actions that 
caused havoc in the American 
system of justice.
Probably the. most famous of 
these cases was the civil 
disobedience of the pacifist 
Berrigan brothers, two Catholic 
priests who protested the war 
by destroying draft files and by 
other dramatic acts of protest.
The FBI and the Berrigans, 
by Jack Nelson and Ronald 
Ctetrow, is a recent attempt to 
analyze the consequences of 
their actions.
The book’s two authors, 
Pulitzer Prize-winning jbur- 
ralists who have covered the 
Berrigan case from; the 
beginning, express their view 
that the U.S. Justice Depart- 
iijeht allowed itself to be used ; 
for political purposes in the 
liandling of this case.
The true villain of the piece, 
however, is an almost legen- 
;dary figure, the late FBI 
^rector, Jt Edgar Hoover, 
i Reacting hysterically to the 
growing number of anti-war; 
groups demonstrating in the ' 
U.S. ;at the ^beginning of the 
present decade. Hoover saw the 
two pacifist priests as leaders of 
a dangerous conspiracy.
The FBI and the Berrigans is 
a serious work which attempts 
to demonstrate the perversion 
of justice for political ends.
It is also, as it happens, quite 
an exciting story of adventure.
The chapters which deal 
with the massive manhunt 
launched by Hoover in his ob­
sessive drive to capture Father 
Daniel Berrigan are like 
stanzas from the ballad of 
Robin Hood.
In his passion for what he saw 
as the justice of his cause,
Daniel Berrigan repeatedly 
made public appearances at 
churches, peace rallies and 
other gatherings where he knew 
the FBI would by lying in wait 
for him.
Nelson and Ostrow describe 
with particular glee the episode 
in which Berrigan delivered a 
brilliant anti-war oration, then 
affected a Houdini-like escape 
from -the 100 agents who had 
formed a cordon around his 
speaker’s platform..
Many people will be outraged 
by the activities of the Berrigan 
brothers.
Their cause, however, is 
convincingly argued in The FBI 
and the Berrigans.
The book has recently been 




Shirley Cooper 280 819





Tue. Commercial 7-9 p.m.
Jean Waugh 331 782
Geo. Waugh 358 916







White spruce has been the 
only lumber commercially 
exploited to any extent in the 
Yukon and Northwest 
Territories. Other species found 
in certain regions ar black 
spruce, lodgepole and jackpine, 
balsma poplar, trembling aspen 
and white birch. Also found are 
balsam fir and tamarack.
There's U-Haul in the south; 
now there’s U-Paddle in the 
north. The Hudson's Bay 
Company, which has en­
couraged tourism in Uic 
Territories from the early days 
when the firm operated a 
paddle steamer on the 
Mockenzie River, has kept pace 
with the times. It now lias n U- 
Paddle canoe rental plan, 'SinnwMn^^
Loose-FUl VcrmiciiUti' 
InttulatUm
1 sk. covers 20 sq. ft, . 2" thick.
Thit; week’s price
No. 2-r X I’ X »/i" Silver GUnt
$275
A Rciil Iluy nt
SEED POTATOES
Early Varieties- X* pcrlOlb.sk.
anti GARDEN SEEDS in stock. Buy now while stock available.
ea, Perfect lor all ceilings.
■ ■ ^ ' ■ . ■ ' '''
$200
MANY DISCONTINUED COLORS at 50% OFF
in
Wed. Senior Citizens 10 -12 a.m. 
Vera West 193 488
Stan Slow 257
Harry Mason 588
Wed. Canadian Legion 7-9 p.m. 
Agnes Coldwell 263 607
Joe Ball 289 762
Thur. Commercial 7-9 p.m. 
Fran Marks 249 621
Geo. Coldwell 324 779
Thur. Commercial 9-11 p.m.
Sandra Leonard 262 652
DaveParlby 351 736
Fri. Glen Meadows a.m.
Bea Davies 205
Freda Bond 525
Fri. Friday Niters 8-10 p.m, 
Mary MacDonald 230 623
JohnSauter 334
BillMcAuley 682
Sat. Sidney Youth Bowling 
Pee Wee
Chris Sowerby 119 330
Bantam
Gwen Rowley 139 366







Luke Humber 222 556
Beat those 
February blues... 























































SALMON 7>6 oz, tin
SQUIRREL CREAMY OR CRUNCHIE
PEANUT BOITEB
48 oz.










Large 7 oz. slzp
SUNLIGHT
21b, to 07. pkg,
.SUNHVPE
"True fruit 
iulce base"
'■ ,5 «*.'
CHEHItY GHADE 
.riNEAPBLE LEMON 
STUAWHEURV ORANGE
00
SNOnOY TOMATOES
tray //I 00
I’UESII CAI.IFOIINIA
LEHUCE 2/39
EMPEIlOIl
MNMNMMUfii
lb.
KINSMEN ‘’LACEOSSE-^DAN'CE
MAllCH nth SANSCHA
